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Lets meet!

We would like to know:
• Who you are?
• What you do at?

• What do you expect of this training?
• What is the reason that you have signed up?
• Whether you have a project where you will apply Lean?
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About Bureau Tromp

We teach organizations to turn their customers into kings. We do this by making organizations work smarter. We work with the
4
Lean and Lean Six Sigma methodology.

About Bureau Tromp
We offer an overall solution

Bureau Tromp
Courses
We organize In Company
training
courses
for
organizations
and
Open
Registration training courses
throughout the country.

Coaching
An experienced Lean Six Sigma
consultant at your side
provides
certainty
and
comfort. Especially if you have
not worked that long with
Lean Six Sigma, it is nice to be
able to spar.

Consultancy
Do your employees have no
time at all? Then our
experienced
Black
Belt
consultants will carry out the
projects for you.
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Goal of the Lean Six Sigma Green Belt course

After this course you will be able to:
• Performing your own Lean Six Sigma projects
• Improving processes with the DMAIC methodology and other tools

• Explaining the principle of Lean Six Sigma to others
• Identifying opportunities for process improvement
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Planning day 1

• Introduction
• Practical matters
• Introduction Lean
• Lean Principle 1: Value
• Introduction Six Sigma
• Game

Practical matters
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Requirements for certification
What do you need?

After finishing this course you are a theoretical certified LSS Green Belt:
✓ 80% presence during course hours.
✓ Passing the theoretical exam (>70% score)

Practical certification LSS Green Belt:
✓ Perform at least one practical assignment.
✓ Significant operational improvement
E.g. savings, increased customer satisfaction, reduced lead time

✓ Present and ‘defend’ your results
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Requirements for certification
How do we help?

Theoretical certification
✓ Preparation for the exam during the course
✓ Individual coaching by the trainer

✓ Re-examination (if needed)

Practical certification
✓ Perform a project, 6/8/12 hours coaching by a (Master) Black Belt, presentation of the results
✓ If necessary, an option for re-examination (for both options).
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Online environment: Mijn Bureau Tromp

Course requirements

• Minitab software (day 3 & day 5) + a laptop
– You can download Minitab here
– 30 days free trial → don’t install it right away, but just before day three.
– Windows & Mac version available.
– Bring your laptop to the training on day 3, 5 and 6 (exam)

• Pen & paper to make notes
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Introduction Lean Six Sigma
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What do you already know about Lean Six Sigma?
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What is Lean Six Sigma?

Methodology for the improvement of processes
• Customer orientated
– The internal customers (employees)
– The external customers (buyers)
• It can be used in various ways
– A ‘toolbox’ with instruments for improvement
– A structured approach for process optimization

• Creating a culture in which continuous improvement is the standard
Lean Six Sigma is a combination of Lean and Six Sigma
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What is a process?
A process includes:
• Input and output
• A set of activities (process steps)
• Activities that contain related actions
• Includes mostly activities from multiple departments/officers

Output

Process
Department

Department

Department

Department

Department

A

B

C

D

E

(Internal) Customer

(Internal) Customer /
Supplier

Input
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Different levels of processes

Level 1:
Chain
Level 2:
Company processes
Level 3:
Work processes
Level 4:
Process step / task

Level 5:
Activity / action
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History of Lean
The history of improving production goes back a long way:
• 1574 - King Henry III of France visits the 'Arsenale’ (Italy), a company where they complete a ship every day.
• 1765 - General de Gribeauval (France) standardizes the design of canon parts.
• 1822 - Thomas Blanchard (Springfield weapon factory, Connecticut VS) introduces cell-wise standardized production with 14
machines
• 1914 - Mass production Ford, Highland Park: Continuous flow manufacturing is introduced.
• 1930 – Takt time is introduced to produce the Messerschmitt 109 in Germany. But flow-production is missing.
• 1941 - Mitsubishi acknowledges the takt time principle and brings the methodology from Messerschmitt to Japan for
production of the Zero.
• 1948 - Toyota combines 'Ford-Flow’ and 'Mitsubishi-Takt’ and creates the base for the change from mass production to Lean
production.
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History of Lean
Background
• Ford mass production (Michigan, Highland Park)
• Developed by Toyoda/Toyota in the 50’s
– Not ‘Lean’ but ‘Toyota Production System’ (TPS)
• Developed into Lean Management > Womack & Jones

• Applied at governmental organizations and service industries since the 00’s
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Lean house
Toyota Production System (TPS)
Cost

Low costs

Highest quality

ShortestQuality
lead time

Learning organisation
Jidoka

Just-In-Time

Quality
• Built-in quality
• Poka Yoke
• Separation of human
and machine

Speed

Motivated people

•
•
•
•

Continuous Flow
Takt time
Pull
Heijunka

5S / Visual Management
Continuous improvement (Kaizen)
Standardization
Customer Value
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When do we speak of Lean processes?

Lean is about doing:
• the right things
• at the right place

• at the right time
• in the right quantity
• with minimal waste

By:
• Putting people first
Value is created on the shop floor, so the best improvement ideas come from the people on the shop floor.
• Continuous improvement

Everyone actively contributes to increasing value every day. All activities contribute to creating value for the customer;
the rest is waste.
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Movie: Meals per hour
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EedMmMedj3M
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• Introduction Lean
• Lean Principle 1: Value
• Introduction Six Sigma
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Lean Principe 1: Waarde

De 5 principles of Lean

Perfection
Continuous
Improvement

Pull
Production on
customer
demand

Value
Who is the customer?

Lean

Value stream
Where do we
add value?

Flow
Smooth flow (no
bottlenecks)
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De 5 principles of Lean

Perfection
Continuous
Improvement

Pull
Production on
customer
demand

Value
Who is the customer?

Lean

Value stream
Where do we
add value?

Flow
Smooth flow (no
bottlenecks)
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Lean Principle 1: Value
3 types
Customer Value Added
• CVA
• What the customer is willing to pay or wait for

Business Value Added
• BVA
• Environmental, legal and regulatory requirements

Non-Value Added
• NVA
• Waste
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Lean Principle 1: Value
Questions that will help to determine the value add of an activity
Customer Value Added
• Does the activity add form of functionality to the product or service desired by the customer?
• Does this activity contribute to a competitive advantage: faster, cheaper, quality, and so on?
• Is the customer willing to wait or pay for this activity?
Business Value Added
• Does the activity reduce risk to the organization?
• Does the activity support necessary reports?

• Is the activity required by law?
• Would the delivery of the product or service to the customer be disrupted if this activity were dropped?
Non-Value Added

• Waste
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Lean Principle 1: Value
What are the percentages?

Value
IMPROVE

10%
50%
Waste
ELIMINATE

40%
Business value
MINIMIZE
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Lean Principle 1: Value
Rule of thumb: waste
It is easier to improve processes by focusing on the 90% ‘nonvalue adding time’ (40% BVA + 50% NVA)
Instead of the 10% value adding process steps.

10%

90%

Conventional process improvement

Lean Management
Value-adding time

Non-value added time
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Lean Principle 1: Value
Lean in action!
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Lean Principle 1: Value
8 types of waste

Waste of:
1.

Transport

2.

Inventory

3.

Motion

4.

Waiting

5.

Overproduction (too much)

6.

Overprocessing (do more then needed)

7.

Defects/ errors

8.

Skills/ talents of the employee

TIMWOODS
Transport,
Inventory,
Motion,
Waiting,
Overproduction,
Overprocessing,
Defects,
Skills
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• Introduction Lean
• Lean Principle 1: Value
• Introduction Six Sigma
• Game

Introductie Six Sigma

Six Sigma
What is Six Sigma?
Working on a constant quality
The goal of Six Sigma:
• Reducing variation in processes
– Measuring
– With help from probability and statistics.

Because:
• Customers experience variation, and not the average
Sigma (σ) is the mathematical symbol for data distribution
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Six Sigma
Exercise: variation
Count the amount of times the 6th letter of the alphabet occurs in the text below:

The necessity of training farm hands for first class farms in the fatherly handling
of farm livestock is foremost in the minds of farm owners. Since the forefathers of
the farm owners trained the farm hands for first class farms in the fatherly
handling of farm livestock, the farm owners feel they should carry on with the
family tradition of training farm hands of first-class farms in the fatherly handling
of farm livestock because the believe it is the basis of good fundamental farm
management.
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Six Sigma
Variation is part of nature
Variation is present in:
• Nature: shape/size of leaves or snowflakes.
• Humans: handwriting or walking speed
• Mechanical: weight, size, shape of a product.
Variation is okay, if it stays within limits
• Voice of the customer vs. voice of the process
• VOC ⟷ VOP
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Six Sigma
Core of Six Sigma
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Six Sigma
Rolled Throughput Yield

90%
90%

90%
90%
90%

Dep. 1

Dep. 2

Dep. 3

Dep. 4

Dep. 5

= 59%
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Six Sigma
Why 6 Sigma and not 4 of 5?

4 Sigma = 99,38% yield

6 Sigma = 99.99966% yield

▪ 20,000 lost mail items per hour

▪ 7 lost mail items per day

▪ 15 minutes of unsafe drinking water per day

▪ 1 minute of unsafe drinking water per 7 months

▪ 5,000 incorrect medical procedures per week
▪ Two failed landings at Schiphol per day

VS

▪ 1.7 incorrect medical procedures per week
▪ One failed landing at Schiphol every 5 years

▪ 200,000 wrongly prescribed medicines per year

▪ 68 wrongly prescribed medicines per year

▪ No electricity for 7 hours per month

▪

No electricity for 1 hour per 34 years
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Lean & Six Sigma
The differences and similarities

Lean

Six Sigma

Lean Six Sigma

Pragmatic

Analytical

Similarities

• Reducing lead time throughout the
value chain
• Eliminating steps that do not add
value
• Direct observation on the shop floor
• Improving with the organisation

• Reducing variation
• Improving process steps that
add value for the customer
• Using data and statistical analysis
• Improving the organisation

• Putting the customer first
• Increasing quality
• Common goal: continuous
improvement
• Structured approach to identify root
cause

1 m deep
1 cm deep

1 m wide

1 cm wide
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Lean & Six Sigma
The 3M’s of Toyota
Focuses on eliminating waste and reducing overburden and variation in processes.

Mura

Muda

Variation in output

8 types of waste
⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫

Variation
Reduce variation and avoid
errors

Waste

⚫
⚫

PEOPLE

⚫
⚫

Eliminate waste and increase
customer value

Mensen en cultuur
⚫
⚫

⚫
⚫

Behavior
Leadership
Continuous improvement
Developing skills

Transport
Inventory
Movement
Waiting
Overprocessing
Overproduction
Mistakes
Skills

Overburden

Muri
Overburden
⚫
⚫

Bottlenecks
Constraints

Secure behavior
Identify and eliiminate
bottlenecks
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The 5 principles of Lean
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Offline: coffee filter game || Online: permit game
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Planning day 2

• Recap
• Improvement structures
• DMAIC: Introduction
• DMAIC: Define
• Lean Principle 2: Value stream

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt
Day 2
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What do we remember from Day 1?
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Planning day 2

• Recap
• Improvement methods
• DMAIC: Introduction
• DMAIC: Define
• Lean Principle 2: Value stream

Improvement methods
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Which approach do you choose?
Exercise: the invoicing process
OPTION A
• Discuss what needs to be improved in
the invoicing process

OPTION B

OPTION C

• See which other process can be
improved that resemble the invoicing
process

• Set the objective

• Identify bottlenecks

• Identify the bottleneck and analyse the
root cause

• Map the current process

• Map the current process
• Define and implement improvements
• Make sure the improvements are
embedded in the process.

• Come up with solutions to the
bottlenecks

• Determine and implement the
improvements

• Implement the solutions
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Improvement structures

• Different improvement structures can be used for Lean Six Sigma
• Improvement structures can vary according to your goal or lead time
• Improvement structures are not written in concrete but provide a structure for improving
• More important is the use of the right tools at the right time for the desired goal

• During our training, we will use the DMAIC structure to improve processes, but any other methodology can also be used
on the work floor, depending on:
– The type of problem/project
– The approach
– The processing time
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Improvement structures
Different types

Improvement methods

PDCA

Plan

DMAIC

Define

A3

Identify the
problem

8D

8 steps
Toyota

Measure

Understand
the situation

Assemble team

Describe
problem

Define the
problem

Clarify &
break
down the
problem

Do

Analyse

Improve

Determine
objective

Analyse
causes

Define
countermeasure

Introduce
temporary
measure

Identify
causes

Choose
action

Identify the
root causes

Develop
countermeasure

Define the
goal

Check

Implement
countermeasure

Act

Control

Confirm
result

Standardise
success

Implement
measure

Secure
solution

Celebrate
result

Implement
countermeasure

Monitor the
process and
results

Standardise the
process and
improve
continuously
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Improvement structures

Improvement methods

Goal and time frame per technique

PDCA

For deviations in performance for non-complex problems. Can be completed in a few weeks.

DMAIC

Designed to solve quality problems. Diagnosis is more extensive than with the PDCA and more focus on project
management. (4-6 months)

A3

7 or 8 steps to improve. Possibly also to communicate the status of an improvement process visually. Short
improvement process. (1-8 weeks)

8D

Eight Disciplines Problem Solving. Often used after specific complaints or incidents, less so for a structural problem.
No longer than 8 days.

8 steps
Toyota

Short-cycle improvements to be completed in a few weeks. Focus is on finding the most value-adding solution and
not the easiest or fastest.
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Improvement methods ► Overview
Which ones do you use?

Improvement methods

Lead time

Who?

Theory

Daily and weekly standup / 5S

Daily / weekly

Operations

Lean

1 to 8 weeks

Improvement
team

Lean

12 to 24 weeks

Project
team

Lean & Six Sigma

Kaizen-events/A3
(PDCA)

DMAIC
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A3-owner

Process

Date

Process owner

Plan

1. Background

Define the problem

Do, Check, Act

5. Improvement measures

Design the solutions

2. Current state

Describe the current situation
3. Objective of the desired situation

6. Implementation plan

How to implement the solution

Determine the target situation
7. Results
4. Root cause analysis

Analyse the root causes

Describe, celebrate and evaluate the
result
8. Assurance and follow-up actions

Make it your standard
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Improvement method ► A3

• Helps you to get to the root cause of the problem in a structured way
• You never make it alone
• Also serves as a useful communication tool (also in the case of, for example, a DMAIC approach)

• Is readable and understandable for everyone
• Always has an owner and a sponsor (= problem owner)
• You make the A3 rather weekly than monthly
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Planning day 2

• Recap
• Improvement methods
• DMAIC: Introduction
• DMAIC: Define
• Lean Principle 2: Value stream

DMAIC Introduction
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The Lean Six Sigma organisation
Responsible for implementation of LSS. Monitor progress, ensure implementation,
savings and acceptance of results. Securing long-term improvements with the process
owner.

Champion

Responsible for the project result of his process. Is also responsible for financial
benefits. Supports in case of complications,
Project selection and provides required resources. Owner of the problem and
eventually owner of the solution

Process owner

(Master) Black Belt

Green Belt

Orange Belt

Yellow Belt

Responsible for Lean Six Sigma strategy, training, guidance and structure.
Supports project selection.
Can also execute projects. Transfers project results to the process owner.
Reports progress of improvement projects

Participates in projects or carries out small projects of limited size. Can
define potential projects and assist in selecting suitable projects

Can identify and solve minor problems on his own. Also responsible for identifying
improvement opportunities. Supports projects

Can identify improvement opportunities on the work floor. Supports projects
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Improvement structures ► DMAIC
Define
Starting up the
project

Activities

Tools

Measure
Determine
current situation

Analyse

Improve

Identify the root
causes

Designing and
testing
improvements

• Define the problem
(trigger)
• Scope
• Who is the customer and
what does the customer
want?
• VOC → CTQ
• Project objective (project
Y)
• Mapping stakeholders
• Form a team
• Inform organization

• Map the current
process
• Identify waste and
value
• Identify and
measure key process
variables (Y and X’s)
• Visualize process
performance

•
•
•
•
•

• VSM (current and ideal • Fishbone
• 5 x Why
state)
• Pareto diagram
• Measure plan

SIPOC
Kano-analysis
Stakeholder analysis
Communication plan
Project Charter

• Analyse causes from
the VSM
• Test hypothesis
(effect X on Y)
• Determine critical X

Control
Implement,
monitor and
control

• Develop solutions to the
main causes
• Risk assessment of
alternative solutions
• Identify new SLA’s and
KPI’s
• Shape new process
implementation
• Deal with resistance

• Understanding the
results
• Continuous
improvement of the
new process
• Secure the new
process

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Brainstorm
VSM (future state)
FMEA
Poka Yoke
Implementation plan

Control Chart
Control Plan
OCAP
PDCA

Change management & project support
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DMAIC
Project selection

Unsuitable
• Very complex
• Large scope
• Solution is known
• Limited or no access to data

Suitable
• Results of the process (quality or speed) vary:
focus on defects and variation
• Process is characterized by a low degree of
standardization

• Expensive

• Solution not known in advance

• No strategic agreement

• High chance of success

• Focused on system change

• Historical and current data is available.
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DMAIC
Project selection
Choose the right projects using the Benefit/Effort matrix
High

Benefit

Low
High

Low
Effort
(time/money/resources)
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DMAIC
Success factors

Do you agree?
Management must always support the improvement process.
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DMAIC
Success factors

Do you agree?
You start an improvement process yourself. As soon as you have an agreement to
your plan of approach you hook up with others.
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DMAIC
Success factors
• Commitment of top management
• Both top-down and bottom-up approach
• Availability of budget and capacity
• Strategic alignment

• Selection of the right projects
• Availability of the right people
• Correct use of DMAIC and tools
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DMAIC: Define
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Define

Define
Starting up
the project

Measure
Determine
current
situation

Analyse

Improve

Control

Identify root causes

Designing and
testing
improvements

Implement,
monitor and
control

– Problem definition
– SIPOC
– Customer requirements: VOC

– CTQ
– Project objective (Y)
– Stakeholder analysis
– Project Charter
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Define ► Problem definition
Starting an improvement project
The DMAIC starts with the phase in which the problem is defined.
This helps to understand why it’s a problem before you start investing money and time in the solution.
Before you start the improvement project, it is essential to:

• Coordinate the assignment with the sponsor;
• Find out the real need;
• Understand the context of the problem;
• Find out the urgency of the problem (support base).

In short: experience and have a look at the problem
yourself
‘Go to the Gemba’
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Define ► Problem definition
Gemba-walk: why go to the work place?

What’s going on here?
Barn

Fire

Water

Person
Car

Wheel
Car

Window
Roof
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Define ► Problem definition
Gemba-walk: A picture is worth a thousand words
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Define

Define
Starting up
the project

Measure
Determine
current
situation

Analyse

Improve

Control

Identify potential
influence factors

Designing and
testing
improvements

Implement,
monitor and
anchor

– Problem definition
– SIPOC
– Customer needs: VOC

– CTQ
– Project objective (Y)
– Stakeholder analysis
– Project Charter
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Define ► SIPOC
What is it?

SUPPLIER

INPUT

PROCES

OUTPUT

CUSTOMER

S: Supplier
I: Input
P: Process
O: Output

C: Customer

A SIPOC allows you to determine the scope of your process. You do this by determining which process steps are in scope in
your project. For every process step you are going to map out which input, output, customer and supplier there are.
There are several ways to draw up an SIPOC. On the following slides you can see two examples. The first one gives more
detailed information, the other one gives a clearer view of the process
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Define ► SIPOC
Goal
• Helps the team understand the process
• Ensures that everyone has the same understanding of the process
• Validates the scope of the process
• Is a clear means of communication

• Is the link between project charter and later phases
• Provides insight into the stakeholders involved in the process
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Define ► SIPOC
Example 1

SUPPLIER

INPUT

PROCES

OUTPUT

CUSTOMER
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Define ► SIPOC
Guide
Step-by-step plan to achieve a SIPOC:
1. Determine the start and end of the process
2. Describe the main process between the start and end point in 4-7 steps
3. Identify the Output(s) (products, service, information)

4. Describe the Customer for each output
5. Identify the Input(s) of the process
6. Describe the Supplier for each input (who are they, what do they deliver and what is the effect on the process)
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Define

Define
Starting up
the project

Measure
Determine
current
situation

Analyse
Identify root causes

Improve

Control

Designing and
testing
improvements

Implement,
monitor and
anchor

– Problem definition
– SIPOC
– Customer requirements: VOC

– CTQ
– Project objective (Y)
– Stakeholder analysis
– Project Charter
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Define ► Customer requirements

Customers:
• 'Pay our bills’
• Are always right… (even if we can't meet their requirements, or only at prices below cost)
• "Help" us determine which activities add value and which don’t!
Changes in customer behaviour are important input for an organization’s strategy and the process design.
It is important to identify those changes in your product or service that (greatly) increase customer satisfaction.

Internal customers & external customers
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Define ► Customer requirements
Voice of the customer (VOC)
SUPPLIER

INPUT

PROCES

OUTPUT

Step 1. Identify

CUSTOMER

Step 2. Segmentation

Step 3. Get the VOC
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Define ► Customer requirements
Voice of the customer (VOC)
Get the VOC:
• Reactive data
(complaints, service requests, employee satisfaction survey, customer satisfaction survey)

• Proactive data
(interviews, market research, customer panels)

Examples of the Voice of the Customer:
• We want certainty about delivery on the agreed date
• I want a shorter delivery
• We want a faster answer to our questions
• Customer service could not answer my questions
• It should be easier to place an order
• Delivery must always meet agreed requirements
• I want more insight into delivery times
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Define ► Customer requirements
Voice of the customer (VOC)
SUPPLIER

INPUT

PROCES

OUTPUT

Step 1. Identify

CUSTOMER

Step 2. Segmentation

Step 3. Get the VOC

Step 4. Prioritise
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Define ► Customer requirements
The Kano-model

Satisfied

Delighters

Satisfiers

Fully fulfilled
Not fulfilled

Must-be

Dissatistfied
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Define ► Customer requirements
The Kano-model
Basic factors (must be):
There needs are typically not expressed or only as a complaint.
Performance factors (satisfiers):

The more the better.
Wow-factors (delighters):
The customer does not expect it, but is very happy with it.

These needs are also not typically expressed.
Customer needs change over time, so keep evaluating periodically!
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Define ► Customer requirements
Voice of the customer (VOC)
SUPPLIER

INPUT

PROCES

OUTPUT

Step 1. Identify

Step 4. Prioritise

CUSTOMER

Step 2. Segmentate

Step 3. Get the VOC

Step 5. Translate VOC to CTQ
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Define ► CTQ
Example CTQ flowdown

Need

Aspect
(CTQ)
(input KANO)

Waiting time

Measurable indicator (Y’s)
90% of all the customers are happy
with the waiting time (> 8)
90% of the phone calls are answered
within 20 seconds
90% of all purchases and refunds are
processed within 2 minutes

Good customer
service

Friendly
employees

Refund policy

All customers are greeted within 30
seconds of entry
All employees smile when in contact
with customers
80% of all customers are satisfied with
the refund policies (> 8)
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Define ► CTQ
Translate VOC to CTQ
Critical To Quality
What specific requirements does the customer wants; Which measurable indicators determines the perceived quality?
• Provides a direct link between project and desired objective
• First step in the DMAIC
• Project focus on 1 or 2 CTQs
•

CTQ’s usually come from one of these domains:
• Quality (meet the specified specifications)
• Speed (processing time, waiting times and lead times)
• Safety (number of accidents)
• Reliability (number of errors per 1000.000 process runs)
• Flexibility (changeover times)
• Costs and hours (money and time)
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Define ► CTQ
CTQ flowdown
When drawing up a CTQ flowdown, follow the following steps:
1. Clearly describe the product or service;
2. Determine for which customer (groups) the CTQ is made for.

3. Determine which customer needs it will fulfil;
4. Identify which aspects of the product/service contribute to fulfilling the needs;
5. Determine the important measurable indicators for fulfilling the needs of the customer with the question: “What do
you mean exactly by…?”

6. Put the three levels (needs, aspects and measurable indicator) in a three structure by making connections with lines.
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Define ► CTQ
Operationalise
• The chosen CTQ must be operationalized.
• This allows us to calculate the number of Defects Per Million Opportunities of the process.
• This operationalization is the basis for the further continuation of the project.
• By formulating the operationalization, you avoid discussions later in the project.

Do this properly or stop!
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Define ► Customer requirements
Voice of the customer (VOC)
SUPPLIER

INPUT

PROCES

OUTPUT

Step 1. Identify

Step 4. Prioritise

CUSTOMER

Step 2. Segmentate

Step 5. Translate VOC to CTQ

Step 3. Get the VOC

6. Determine objective
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Define

Define
Starting up
the project

Measure
Determine
current
situation

Analyse
Identify root causes

Improve

Control

Designing and
testing
improvements

Implement,
monitor and
anchor

– Problem definition
– SIPOC
– Customer requirements: VOC

– CTQ
– Project objective (Y)
– Stakeholder analysis
– Project Charter
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Define ► Stakeholder analysis
• Stakeholders:
• Are affected by the change;
• Are involved in the project/process;
• Are customers, suppliers, shareholders or interested parties;
• Are able to influence your project

• Without a clear picture of the stakeholders, the risks of resistance increases.
Rational
Rational:
• Loss of job
• Change of role
• Relocation by work
• Unknown future
Political:
• Lack of growth
• Relationship with superiors under pressure
• Own kingdom under pressure

Emotional:
• Loss of reputation and trust
• Interpersonal rejection
• Loss of self-confidence
• Fear of the unknown
• Demotion
• Treat to known contacts

Political

Emotional
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Define ► Stakeholder analysis
Step 1: Analyse and mapping

High

Keep satisfied

Work together

Useful group for mitigating the impact
and formulating decisions.

Work closely with this critical group.

Maintain contact almost daily.

Influence

Maintain contact weekly or twice a
month

Monitor

Inform

Least important group.

Important group, so involve in the
project

Monitor with minimal investment.

Maintain contact once or twice a
month.

Low

Importance
Low

High
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Define ► Stakeholder analysis
Step 2: Communication planning
Target
group
Client +
indirect MT
Involved coworkers and
team
members

What

How

When

Who

Report of progress, temporary results
and next steps
Project documents

Final result for each
phase (tollgate)
Available on intranet

Every 2 weeks
Continuous

Project manager through
the client
Project manager

Work documents available on network

Folder ‘LSS project’ on
N-disk

Continuous

Project team-members

Conversations and questions about
project and methods

Personal

Regularly

Project team-members

Via intranet

Every 2 weeks

Project manager

Communicating ‘Quickwins’

Via intranet and
personally with the
directly involved

When fixed

Discussing methodology at the water
cooler

Personally

Regularly

All co-workers Reporting progress as news
announcement

Project team-members
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Define ► Stakeholder analysis
Guide
Step 1: Analysis and mapping
• Identification of stakeholders and registration of concerns and issues
• Perform together with project members in a work session

Step 2: Communication planning
• Determine the way you communicate with the stakeholders of the project, how frequently you communicate and when
you communicate with them.

Continuous assessment and follow-up
• Stakeholder management is dynamic!

The stakeholder analysis is one of the few tools that we do not share outside of the project group, because employees are
classified by expected resistance.
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Define

Define
Starting up
the project

Measure
Determine
current
situation

Analyse
Identify root causes

Improve

Control

Designing and
testing
improvements

Implement,
monitor and
anchor

– Problem definition
– SIPOC
– Customer requirements: VOC

– CTQ
– Project objective (Y)
– Stakeholder analysis
– Project Charter
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Define ► Project Charter

• A Project Charter provides clarity on the conditions and approach of an improvement project.
• The Project Charter is the spot on the horizon

• A Project Charter consist of:
– A background of the problem or need
– A measurable goal of the improvement project
– A scope of the project
– An approach and planning of the main aspects

– What is the business case (cost versus revenues)
– The project team
– An agreement from the client!

• The Project Charter should be updated after each DMAIC phase with the results of the project.
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Define ► Project Charter
Example
Background and/or opportunity statement

Team (people involved in optimalization)

If a entrepreneur wishes to establish himself in a town to sell drinks and/or food, he needs an operating permit. This is also needed in the event of change within this
operation. The processing period for granting this permit is currently 12 weeks, with a possible extension of an additional 12 weeks. This deadline is (regularly) not
met.

For the permit applicants (mainly entrepreneurs) the processing period of 12 weeks (and sometimes even 24 weeks) is considered unacceptable.
The town considers it necessary to shorten the total lead time for applying for and granting the permit. This is done by thinking about the current and future design
of the permit process.

Role
Champion/process owner

Employee
Larisa

Permits
Permit (bsm-plan)
REO
City management
Enforcement

Sanne & Sudesh
Sylvia
Frank
Aad
Anja

Project leaders

Marc
Erna
Warsha

Objective
The process an application for the permit within a period of 4 weeks as of June 2016
• Shorten the lead time of the permit process (from receipt to grant) to a period of up to 4 weeks.

Indicators

Business Case

Scope Scope

Indicatoren

Primary indicator (Ceteris Paribus):
Processing time:
• Reduction of lead time in weeks
• Reduction of processing time in weeks

Within the scope:
Process:
• From receiving the application until issuing possible permit
• That includes, test moments at REO, enforcement, police and fire
department and Bibob.

Benefits
• Shorter handling time (8 weeks)
• No more expenses for hiring
• Less reworking and therefore (internal) capacity
Investment
• Hours for project leaders
• External project guidance Bureau Tromp

A condition is that no additional capacity (FTE) is released as a possible solution
Outside the scope:
• Composition/content application form. Test at “Landelijk Bureau
Bibob”.

Approach & Planning

Sign off
Date:

.. - .. - ….

Signature:

Larisa
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DMAIC
Toll gate review
• At every phase
• The Project Charter is the most important documentation
• The project leader presents the results and expectations for the future to the client.

• Sponsor makes the Go/No-go decision
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DMAIC
Project team
• Search for team members with knowledge and experience on multiple aspects of the project
• Make sure the organization (process) reflects in the team members
• Ensure diversity in opinions
• Don’t always use the same people in different projects

• Project team of 4-6 people
• Ensure the right capacity
• Team members feel priority and can also prioritise the project
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Planning day 2

• Recap
• Improvement methods
• DMAIC: Introduction
• DMAIC: Define
• Lean Principle 2: Value stream

Lean Principle 2: Value Stream

Principle 2: Value Stream
Example: handling a claim
An analysis of the value stream (Value Stream Map) describes the process and includes data.
Check provided
data

Receive claim

2

Determine priority
of claims in inbox

7

Read email in
inbox

4

Check description

1

Check date/ time

4

Check people
involved

15

Judge cause

2

Check conditions

30

Judge extent of
damage

10

Formulate
compensation
proposal

10

Liability
assessment

3

Process feedback
2nd reviewer

2

Get Manager's
agreement

Request missing
25
data from
customer

High level steps
(SIPOC)

Activities

Determine
compensation

Judge claim

CVA

BVA / NVA

Processing times

Inform customer

15

Sent email to
customer

Frequent problems
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Principle 2: Value Stream
Why a Value Stream Map?

Common understanding

Communication tool

Support for change

Change is easier if you have identified the problems
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Principle 2: Value Stream
3 types
Current
state
Mail
Formulier
Telefoon

Current situation
•
•
•

1

Current State VSM
As Is-situation
IST-situation

Legenda:
BT = Bewerkingstijd
DLT = Doorlooptijd

100-150 / jr
=2-3 / wk

= Voorraad

Instituten
100-150 / jr
=2-3 / wk

= Wachten

= Defecten / herwerk

MK2

= Beweging

Strukton

= Overbewerking

Skills: Voegt
niets toe

Verkregen
akkoord

Facturatie

Bedrijfsbureau
Of f erte aanv raag
Strukton,
Heerkens
aannemers

Inv entarisatie
op locatie

Afhandeling

Uitwerken

Offerte
aanvraag

Servicedesk

WPB

Dienst IT

Dienst IT

BT: 30 min
DLT: 1 dag

BT: 30 min
DLT: ?

BT: 120 min
DLT:?

Dienst IT

Bespreken
offerte met
instituut

Prijs
berekenen
Bedrijfsbureau

BT: 30 min
DLT: 1 dag

BT: 5 min
DLT:?

Dienst IT

BT: 15 min
DLT: 1 dag

BT: 10+50 min

DLT: 1 dag

Volgende
slide

Akkoord
verkrijgen
Servicedesk

Order naar
H&F

Dienst IT

Bedrijfsbureau

BT:
DLT:

BT: 30 min
DLT: 1 dag

Verzoek tot
inplannen

Doorgev en
Opl.datum>MK2

Dienst H&F

BT:
DLT:

Dienst H&F

BT:
DLT:

Max 1
week

BT:
DLT:

Installatie
Strukton

BT:
DLT:

BT:
DLT:

STOP

Installatie
Strukton

BT:
DLT:

Verwerken
factuur+ B-nr

Oplevering
door MK2

Oplevering
aan klant

Dienst IT

Dienst IT

BT:
DLT:

BT:
DLT:

Meerdere

BT:
DLT:

Restposten
afhandelen

BT:
DLT:

Strukton

Administratiev e
af handeling

Dienst H&F

BT:
DLT:

Dienst
IT/MK2/Strukton

MK2

Bev at:
-Oplev erinf o CMDB
-Werkbonnen+ pakbonnen
-Factuurnummer
-Nacalculatie

Instituten
100-150 / jr
=2-3 / wk

Mail
Formulier
Telefoon

• Ideal State VSM
• Can also be a creative visualisation
(does not necessarily have to be a
process)

Bedrijfsbureau

Beoordelen
ontv. offertes

72 uur

Roosterdata
opvragen

BT:
DLT:

3-6 wk-en

BT: 1 min
DLT: 1-21 dg

Ideal
state

Ideal situation

Bestellen bij
MK2

Dienst H&F

BT: 10 min
DLT:?

Inventarisatie
technisch

Zoeken:
Mailbox

Doorsturen
ontv. offertes

Dienst H&F

Overbew erking
aparte syst. IT/ H&F

Enkele
dagen
N=50

2

Instituten

Inventarisatie
technisch
WPB
BT:
DLT:

Bestellen bij
Strukton+MK2

Installatie

Installatie

WPB

Strukton

MK2

BT:
DLT:

BT:
DLT:

Roosterdata
opvragen

Oplevering
aan klant

WPB

BT:
DLT:

BT:
DLT:

WPB

BT:
DLT:

Future
state

Future situation

3

•
•
•

Future State VSM
To Be-situation
SOLL-situation

1. DAF-AV maken →
rechtstreeks naar WPB
→werkorder en interne
offerte volgend uit DAF

Instituten
DAF-AV standaard

100-150 / jr
=2-3 / wk

2. Afstemmen
werkwijze &
communicatie met
MK2

Rooster data afstemmen
Inventarisatie
technisch
WPB

Bestellen bij
MK2
WPB

BT:
DLT:

BT:
DLT:

Verwijderen
oude spullen
H&F

BT:
DLT:

Installatie

Installatie

Strukton

BT:
DLT:

MK2

BT:
DLT:

3. Afstemmen
werkwijze H&F

Oplevering
aan WPB,HF
MK2

Vullen CMDB

Doorbelasten
klant

BB

BB

BB IT

BT:
DLT:

Orderbevestiging

BT:
DLT:

4. Afstemmen
werkwijze Strukton +
financiële afwikkeling
5. Afstemmen met
MK2: foto van schade
voor aanvang
6. Standaard prijzen
MK2
7. Standaard prijzen
Strukton

MK2
H&F

WPB

BT:
DLT:

BT:
DLT:

Bestelling

Oplevering
aan klant

Strukton

Verzoek tot verwijderen
Afstemming planning
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Planning day 3

• Recap & homework
• Measure (part 1)
• Basic statistics
• Measure (part 2)

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt
Day 3
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Planning day 3

• Recap & homework
• Measure (part 1)
• Basic statistics
• Measure (part 2)

DMAIC: Measure (part 1)
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Measure

Define
Starting up
the project

Measure
Determine
current
situation

Analyse
Identify root causes

Improve

Control

Designing and
testing
improvements

Implement,
monitor and
anchor

– Process Mapping

– Process performance (yield)
– Measure
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Measure ► Process Mapping
Examples

A process can be mapped in different ways, depending on its intended purpose:

Method

Goal

SIPOC

Little detail, chain approach, scoping

Flowchart

Focused on activities within the process, more detailed.

Swimming lanes

Focused on activities (more detailed), divided by department or function (swimming
lanes)

Makigami

Focused on processes where the ‘product’ is not immediately visible, physical or
transparent (services / administration)

Spaghetti plot

Focused on mapping movement and transport

Value Stream Map

Focused on the product, mapping forms of waste

Process Mining

Mapping process based on log data from systems

Customer Journey Mapping

Focused on experience of the process trough the eyes of the customer
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Measure ► Process Mapping
SIPOC

SUPPLIER

INPUT

PROCES

OUTPUT

CUSTOMER
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Measure ► Process Mapping
Flow Chart
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Measure ► Process Mapping
Swimming Lanes
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Measure ► Process Mapping
Makigami
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Measure ► Process Mapping
Spaghetti-diagram
Goal: to map unnecessary movements of people and transport of products (files, photos, purchases)

How to make a spaghetti diagram?
1. Make a map of the work area
2. Choose the subject you want to follow (material, people,
information)
3. Record every movement of the target until it is finished
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Measure ► Process Mapping
Process Mining
Do you see the:
• Compliance issues?
• Bottlenecks?
• Repairs?

What do I need to get started?
• Data: case number, activity and time stamp
• Software: free and paid options
• Training: with our Foundation training in one day!
More info: ProcessMiningTraining.nl
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Measure ► Process Mapping
Customer Journey Mapping

Measure

Define
Starting up
the project

Measure
Determine
current
situation

Analyse
Identify root causes

Improve

Control

Designing and
testing
improvements

Implement,
monitor and
anchor

– Process Mapping

– Process performance (yield)
– Measure
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Planning day 3
• Recap & homework
• Measure (part 1)
• Basic statistics
• Measure (part 2)

Basic statistics
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Statistics

Statistics is a tool for collecting and analysing data and drawing conclusions from it.
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Statistics

Statistics is about
• Collecting, classifying, analysing, interpreting, and presenting data in order to draw conclusions on it.
• Mathematics that deals with the processing of large numbers of numerical data in order to be able to conclude
something about the processes underlying this data.

Why do we use statistics?

• Objective decision-making
• More confidence in decisions
• More effective communication about decisions
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Characteristics of the dataset
Plan of action

The human brain is not able to interpret large datasets, which is why we work in a structured way to understand data.

1. Determine the type of data

2. Design a graphic display
3. Determine the characteristics
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Characteristics of the dataset

Data type

Quantitative / Numerical

Qualitative / Categorical / Attributive

Continuous

Discrete

Binary

Nominal

Ordinal

Infinitely divisible
Measurements

Whole units (≥1)
Counts

Two categories

Random categories

Categories with order

• yes / no
• right / wrong
• man / woman
• present / absent

• north / south / east
• red / yellow / pink

• never / sometimes /
often
• YB / GB / BB

• temperature
• distance
• length
• weight

• number of defects
• number of people
• number of deliveries

From attribute (qualitative data) to continuous data

1. Ask a customer if they are satisfied or not (attribute)
I. Ask to give a score between 1 and 10 (continue data)
2. To measure whether or not a delivery is on time (attribute)

I. Measure exactly how much a delivery is too early or too late (continuous)
3. Ask if a car is clean or not (attribute)
I. Measure the number of spots that the car is not clean (count/discrete)
4. Whether or not the size of a football falls within the requirements (attribute),
I. Measure exactly how big the football is (continuous)

continuous data is preferred as it offers more analysis possibilities
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Characteristics of the dataset
Plan of action

The human brain is not able to interpret large datasets, which is why we work in a structured way to understand the data.

1. Determine the type of data

2. Design a graphic display
3. Determine the characteristics
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Characteristics of the dataset
Histogram
• Most commonly used to display the frequency distribution and the distribution of continuous data
• Data is grouped into classes (typically of equal intervals)
• The frequency per interval is shown as height in a vertical bar

200

150

Outliers: values that stand
out in the chart, they don’t
seem to belong to the
dataset

100

50

0

15

30

45

60

75

90

105
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Characteristics of the dataset
Histogram
Bell shaped histogram
• Pattern is normal, symmetrical
• Data clustered around the middle
• Doesn't mean it’s a normal distribution!
• Example: height, weight or IQ of a population
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Characteristics of the dataset
Histogram
Bimodal (double peaked) histogram
• Data is centred around two 'peaks'
• Suggests two divisions: analyse whether you're looking at two groups
• Examples:
– Hourly callers at a call centre (drops at lunch)
– Length of adults in the Netherlands
(the woman peak is lower than the male peak)
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Characteristics of the dataset
Histogram
Skewed (left or right) histogram
• Data clustered around a high (Left Skewed) or low (Right Skewed) value. The frequency decreases as the value decreases
(LS) or grows (RS). The 'tail' thus determines the name!
• Natural limit prevents higher (LS) or lower (RS) value.

• Example:
– Left Skewed: results LSS Green Belt exam (max. 100%)
– Right Skewed: size of the holes during the filter game (min. 1 mm)
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Characteristics of the dataset
Histogram
Truncated histogram
• Distribution whose tail is 'cut off’
• Check if there are reasons for the abrupt ending
• Example: filters with a hole larger than the USL are removed from the process by the quality controller
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Characteristics of the dataset
Histogram
Ragged plateau (uniform) histogram
• No pattern, about the same frequency per interval
• Possible causes:
– Combination of multiple factors for variation that can influence each other (interaction): analyze them separately
(Two-way ANOVA)
– Number of classes is too small: try another grouping
Example
• Number of winning tickets per final number, or
outcomes of throwing a dice 150 times
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Characteristics of the dataset
Action plan

The human brain is not able to interpret large datasets, which is why we work in a structured way to understand the data.

1. Determine the type of data

2. Design a graphic display
3. Determine the characteristics

Components that characterize the character of the dataset:

1.
2.

Mean
Central trend
Distribution Variation
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Characteristics of the dataset
Central trend & variation
1. Centrale trend
• The center of the process: where do we expect the most measuring points?

1. Mean
2. Median
3. Mode

Central trend
location measurements

2. Variation
• The distribution of the process: the less dispersion, the more consistent, and therefore more predictable the process

4. Range
5. Variance
6. Standard deviation

Variation
measurements for the variability
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Characteristics of the dataset
Central trend: mean
Mean: the result of the sum of all numbers divided by the amount of numbers.
31 29 39 44 39 35 40 52 43 44
Sum = 396

n = 10

𝒔𝒖𝒎
Mean =
= 39,6
𝒏
x̄ = average of the sample
µ = average of the entire population

Please note that the average is sensitive to extreme values ('outliers') and therefore only suitable if there are no outliers in
the dataset.
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Characteristics of the dataset
Central trend: median
Median: the centre value of the dataset

X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6, X7, X8, X9, X10, X11, X12, X13

• Less sensitive to 'outliers' than the mean
• Often used for non-normal data

• At an even number of observations, it’s often the mean of the middle two values.
• Place the observations in order of:
– Low to high, or
– High to low
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Characteristics of the dataset
Central trend: mode
Mode: the most common value
29 31 35 39 38 40 43 44 44 52
The mode is 44
The mode is only suitable as a central value when the observations are evenly scattered around the central observation.

# dagen
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
15
23
45

Freq
3
4
7
4
2
3
1
2
1
1
1
1
30

Most common value is 2
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Characteristics of the dataset
Distribution of data

1.

2.

3.

1. Negatively skewed distribution:

Mean < Median < Mode

2. Normal frequency distribution:

Mean = Median = Mode

3. Positively skewed distribution:

Mean > Median > Mode
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Characteristics of the dataset
Variation: distribution
Range: the distance between the highest and lowest measurements in a data set

40, 54, 72, 48, 35, 56, 50, 24, 40, 30, 15, 40, 15, 40

• Highest value – lowest value = (72 – 15) = 57
• Easy to calculate, but sensitive to extreme values (So-called ‘outliers’)
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Characteristics of the dataset
Variation: variance
The variance is represented by the symbol σ2
In statistics, the variance is a measure of a set of values, i.e. the degree to which the values differ. The greater the variance,
the more the individual values differ, and therefore the more the values differ from the average.

2
σ
(𝑥
−
𝑥)
ҧ
𝑖
2
𝜎 =
𝑛
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Characteristics of the dataset
Variation: variance
An example: A total of 6 calls arrive at customer service. X is the duration of the
call in minutes.

2
σ
(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)ҧ
2
𝜎 =
𝑛

We’re looking for the variance.

(xi − xത)

(xi − xത)2

17

3

9

15
23
7
9

1
9
-7
-5

1
81
49
25

13
84

-1
0

1
166

x

xത

14

2

𝜎 =

166
6

= 27,67
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Characteristics of the dataset
Variation: standard deviation
The most common way to display the variation.
The default deviation is displayed by σ and is the root of the variance.

(xi − xത)

(xi − xത)2

17

3

9

15
23
7
9

1
9
-7
-5

1
81
49
25

13
84

-1
0

1
166

x

xത

14

2
σ
(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)ҧ
2
𝜎 =
𝑛

2

𝜎 =
σ=

166
6

= 27,67

27,67 = 5,26

Calls last an average of 14 minutes and the standard deviation is 5.26 minutes
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Characteristics of the dataset
Variation: standard deviation

The greater the range,
The bigger the standard deviation and range values.

The smaller the range,
the smaller the standard deviation and range values.

If all values are equal,
then the standard deviation and range are equal to zero.

The standard deviation and range are always larger or equal to zero.
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Characteristics of the dataset
Different normal distributions

Different mean
Same standard deviation

Same mean
Different standard deviation

Different mean
Different standard deviation
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No quality without stability

Desired
Current

LSL

USL

Current

Desired

LSL

Stability
• The ability to stay on target, shown by
the mean.
• This process is accurate, just not precise.
• The problem is the dispersion.

Quality
• Consistency of a process, represented
by standard deviation.
• This process is precise, just not
accurate.
• The problem is location.

USL
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No quality without stability
A lot of dispersion,
not constant
Stability
Not centered,
constant

Centered
around target
Quality
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Planning day 3
• Recap & homework
• Measure (part 1)
• Basic statistics

• Measure (part 2)

DMAIC: Measure (part 2)
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Measure

Define
Starting up
the project

Measure
Determine
current
situation

Analyse
Identify root causes

Improve

Control

Designing and
testing
improvements

Implement,
monitor and
anchor

– Proces Mapping
– Process performance (yield)
– Measure
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Measure
To measure is to know, right?
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Measure ► Measuring
What are you going to measure?
Process performance (Voice of the Process):
• Project Y
• Do-not-harm Y’s

Stratification X-s:
• What factors (X-s) affect the output of the process (Y)?
• Distinguish in 'subgroups'
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Measure ► Measuring
What are you going to measure

Process variables (X’s)

Input variables
(X’s)

Output

Customer

Y1
Y2

Project Y3

CTQ’s

VOC

Y3

Project Y3 = f(X1,X2,X3…Xk)
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Measure ► Measuring
What x’s are there?
Stratifying is dividing data into categories. These categories are called stratification factors*.
Goal
Classify the measured data into stratification factors (X1, X2, …, Xn) that may have an impact on Y.
Make sure:
•

The differences between groups are as great as possible

•

The differences within groups are as small as possible

X1

X2

Y

Xn
*Stratification factors are also called: influence factors,
process parameters and/or causes.
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Measure ► Measuring
Example: Which X-s are there? (1/3)
1

Who is the customer
A resident of Amsterdam who applies for a parking permit at the municipality.

2

What is the VOC?

'Applying for my parking permit takes too long!'
3

What is CTQ?
‘the lead time for processing a parking permit may not take longer than four weeks.’
Project Y’s (quantitative)

4

Project Y: Lead time for the processing of a permit application
Do-not-harm Y: The completeness of processing the parking permits in percentages
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Measure ► Measuring
Example: Which X-s are there? (2/3)

X1

The district for which the parking permit is applied for.

X2

The number of years of experience of the acting officer.

X3

The number of parking permits granted in the district.

X4

The number of forms to be completed by the official to handle the parking permit application.

X5

The season in which the parking permit is applied for.

Trivial Many
Analysis

What are possible X-s (trivial many)?

Vital Few
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Measure ► Measuring
The measurement plan
Who do we measure?
In order to gain a better understanding of the current situation, because:
– Much relevant process information is not or barely updated.
– The quality of the information is often not very good.

– We note that we do not have enough information to form a correct and complete picture of the 'hidden factory'.
– To understand these 'blind spots' we will need to measure and supplement the missing information
If we measure, there is a risk that we will measure incorrect data, so try to use as much existing, available information as
possible!
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Measure ► Measuring
The measurement plan
What is it?
• Overview of all the measurements to be performed
• 'Action list' of the measurement phase
•
What’s in it?
• The Y en X-s that need to be measured (including definition)
• Measurement procedure
• Sample size
• Who, what, when, how much?
• Way of analyzing
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Measure ► Measuring
Sample
What is a sample?
• A subset of your population (group of people or things) that is representative of the entire population
Why would you want to do a sample?
• Practical, costwise it is not possible to view the entire population;
• You do a sample to be able to make statements about the entire population;
• We use the data from the sample to perform analyses and to test hypotheses;
• Additional samples can be done during the Analyse phase to investigate possible influence factors.
How big should my sample size be?
• Measure until all variations of the process can be viewed;
• Measure long enough to see variations over time (if the process is not stable);
• Rule of thumb: n30
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Measure ► Measuring
The measurement plan
• All measurements can be traced back to the intended Y (CTQ) or underlying X-s
• Then think carefully about the procedure that is carried out to perform the measurement (See Gage R&R as part of this
chapter)

Nr

Y/X

Measurement
procedure

Unit

Sample size

Who?

When?

How is the data analysed?
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Measure ► Measuring
Validating the measurement
Measuring can also be seen as a process.
We also have to deal with variation when measuring data.
That’s why we validate the repeatability and reproducibility of the process.

Gage R&R
• Gage R&R is the total measurement variation found when the same item is repeatedly measured with a specific
measuring instrument by different operators.
• We therefore measure the purity/reliability of a measurement system

Precision = Repeatability + Reproducibility
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Gage R&R
Continuous Data

1.

A standard for running a Gage R&R is to use 10 parts, measured by 3 different people, and they all
measure 3 times. Which amounts to a total of 90 measurements.

Data set: Thickness of plates
A project wants to have sufficient certainty about the measurements they take for the thickness of steel
plates so that plates of the right thickness continue in the production process without them failing later
on. Measurements have been done on 10 plates by three different people.
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Measure ► Gage R&R
Interpreting the outcome
How to perform a Gage R&R?
A standard for performing a Gage R&R is to use 10 items, measured by 3 different people, and by each person 3 times. This
makes a total of 90 measurements.

Interpretation of the results
Gage R&R-acceptance criteria
% StudyVar

% Contribution

> 30%

> 9%

10% up to 30%

1% up to 9%

<10%

< 1%

Conclusion
The measuring system is unacceptable and must be
improved
The measuring system is acceptable depending on the
application, the cost of the measuring device, the cost of
repair or other factors

The measurement system is acceptable
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Gage R&R
Continuous Data
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Gage R&R
Continuous Data

Results for the parts to
show if some parts
were difficult to
measure. In this case it
was number 10.

Gage R&R should be small in
relation to Part to Part.
If you want to improve your
measurements, you need to
start with reproducibility.

Looks at exceptions due to a
particular cause. If there’s a
point outside the red lines,
you need to find out it there’s
no error in the data.

Provides insight into
the reproducibility of
the meters

The same as the chart
above only it shows
the data per
meter/part

A lot of points outside the red
lines means your Gage R&R is
low.

If you have a high Gage R&R then
the graphs on the right can shed
some light on this outcome
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Measure ► Measuring
Validate the measurements
Repeatability
• Do you get the same outcomes if you measure a second time?
• E.g. on another day/week/month, measure it again or take another sample from the database.
Reproducibility
• Do you get the same outcomes as someone else measures?
• E.g. deploy multiple observers.
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Measure ► Measuring
Validate the measurements
Poor repeatability
• Change measurement method
• Adjust measurement instrumentation
Poor reproducibility
• Training people, make sure the handling of the measurement method is uniform
• Equalize measurement conditions
• Calibrate measuring instruments
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Measure

Define
Starting up
the project

Measure
Determine
current
situation

Analyse
Identify root causes

Improve

Control

Designing and
testing
improvements

Implement,
monitor and
anchor

– Proces Mapping
– Measure
– Process performance (yield)
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Measure ► Process performance
Overview

1. 1st pass analysis >> what does the dataset look like?
2. Type of distribution >> is the data distributed normally or not-normally?
3. Process stability >> is the process stable?
4. Process capabilty >> does the process meet the customer's wishes?
182

Measure ► Process performance
1st pass analysis
In this analysis, you check the quality of the data and you investigate the data further. On the one hand by looking at the
location and dispersion data, on the other hand by visualizing the data in graphs.
Example:

• Histogram
• Boxplot
• Run Chart

In addition, Minitab also has a feature in which multiple types of information are bundled. This is the graphic summary (can
be found under Stat > Basic Statistics > Graphical Summary)
On the following slides we cover the different options.
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Measure ► Process performance
1st pass analysis | Histogram
Via Graph > Histogram and shows a simple representation of the distribution of continuous data.
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Measure ► Process performance
1st pass analysis | Boxplot

A box plot makes it possible
to compare two datasets

Measure ► Process performance
1st pass analysis | Boxplot

•

Median: (Q2 / 50e percentile): the centre value of the dataset.

•

First quartile: (Q1 / 25e percentile): the middle number between the smallest number (not
the "minimum") and the median of the dataset.

•

Third quartile: (Q3 / 75e percentile): the middle value between the median and the highest
value (not the "maximum") of the dataset.

•

Interquartile range: (IQR): 25th to 75th percentile.
• Whiskers: Blue lines
• Outliers: Green dots
• "Maximum": Q3 + 1.5 * IQR
• "Minimum": Q1 -1,5 * IQR

Measure ► Process performance
1st pass analysis | Boxplot
Via Graph > Boxplot
• Easy way of displaying the position and distribution of continuous data.
• Makes it possible to quickly compare different datasets.
• Other graphic representation of a histogram
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Measure ► Process performance
1st pass analysis | Run Chart (time series plot)
Via Stat > Time Series
• Display of the trends, shifts or patterns in a process with continuous or discrete data.
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Measure ► Process performance
1st pass analysis | Graphic summary
Via Stat > Basis Statistics and shows a graphic representation of statistical data.
-

N = number of observations
Mean = average
StDev = Sigma-value
(Standard deviation)

If there are stars, there are outliers:
extreme observations compared to
the rest.
Is this sighting an incident, or should
we take action?
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Measure ► Process performance
1st pass analysis | Graphic summary
Via Assistant
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Measure ► Procesprestatie
Overview

1. 1st pass analysis >> what does the dataset look like?
2. Type of distribution >> is the data distributed normally or not-normally?
3. Process stability >> is the process stable?
4. Process capability >> does the process meet the customer's wishes?
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Measure ► Process performance
Distribution type: normal of not-normal?
Check if the data is normally distributed. You can do this via Graph > Probability Plot
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Measure ► Process performance
Distribution type: normal of not-normal?
To determine whether a dataset is normally distributed, we use the so-called Anderson-Darling test. If the so-called p-value
is greater than 0.05, it is very likely that the dataset is normally distributed. This means that most observations fall between
the red lines in the graph below.
What the p-value means we'll discuss later.

Please note: At the Lean Six Sigma Green Belt we
only get started with normally distributed data. The
Black Belt also focuses on non-normally distributed
data.
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Measure ► Process performance
Overview

1. 1st pass analysis >> what does the dataset look like?
2. Type of distribution >> is the data distributed normally or not-normally?
3. Process stability >> is the process stable?
4. Process capability >> does the process meet the customer's wishes?
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Measure ► Process performance
Process Stability
The Control Chart shows that the process is subject to variation
3,3

UCL (Upper
Control Limit)

3,1

2,9

2,7

Control
Limits

2,5

2,3

2,1

LCL (Lower
Control Limit)

1,9

1,7
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m

a

m

j

j
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n

d
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m

a

m

a

m
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Source: Understanding variation: the key to managing chaos,
Donald J. Wheeler – SPC
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Measure ► Process performance
Process Stability

Common causes of variance

Special causes of variance

• Are always present, inherent in the
process

• Occasionally occur and disrupt the
process

• Joint influence of many small causes

• Influence of a particular apparent cause

• Difficult to detect and tackle

• Directly detectable and usually removable
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Measure ► Process performance
Process Stability
Via Stat > Control Charts
• Shows trends, shifts, or patterns in the output of a process over time.
• Important tool to understand how a process elapses.

If you keep your mouse on the model a mouse-over
explains what the analysis can be carried out for.
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Measure ► Process performance
Process Stability
A Control Chart answers the question: is my process in control?

• Are all measuring points between
UCL and LCL? The process is in
control.
• A single measuring point out of
control limits? Incident, no action
• Multiple out-of-limits measuring
points? Action needed, process is
not controlled
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Measure ► Process performance
Overview

1. 1st pass analysis >> what does the dataset look like?
2. Type of distribution >> is the data distributed normally or not-normally?
3. Process stability >> is the process stable?
4. Process capability >> does the process meet the customer's wishes?
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Measure ► Process performance
Does the process meet the customer's wishes?
% observations

68%

95% of the observations

99,7% of the observations
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Measure ► Process performance
Exercise 1
What is the percentage of the observations within the specification limits in the chart below?

LSL

USL
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Measure ► Process performance
Exercise 1
What is the percentage of the observations within the specification limits in the chart below?

LSL

USL

13,6% + 34,1% + 34,1% =
81,8%

13,6%

34,1%

34,1%
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Measure ► Process performance
Exercise 2
What is the percentage of the observations within the specification limits in the chart below?

USL
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Measure ► Process performance
Exercise 2
What is the percentage of the observations within the specification limits in the chart below?

USL
50% + 34,13 = 84,13%

50%

34,1%
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Measure ► Process performance
Process Stability vs Process Capability
• Beware! Control limit  Customer specification limit

Within specifications

Outside specifications

Customer & we happy

We happy, customer is not

Customer happy, we are not

Nobody happy

What the
customer wants
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Measure ► Process performance
Capability analysis
What is it?
A graphic display that indicates the extent to which the output of the process meets the customer's wishes.
Why do we measure this?
• On the one hand to see if the customer's wishes are sufficiently achieved, on the other hand to see to what extent
the process performs inside and outside the set standard.
How do we measure?
We do this by measuring the outputs with a Capability Analysis, for which we use Minitab.
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Process
performance
► Process
capability
capability
► Process
Procesprestatie
Capability
analysis
analyse
Capability
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Process performance ► Process capability

Cp value therefore says nothing
about the current % outages !!

Cp-value
capability

Cp

=
potential

LSL

USL

allowable process variation
actual process variation

LSL

USL

=

Cp value does say something
about the potential % outages !!
(fits the 'VOP' variation within the
'VOC' LSL and USL)

USL - LSL
6σ

LSL

USL

LSL

USL
allowed

allowed

allowed

allowed

6

6

6

6

actual

actual

actual

actual

Cp < 1

Cp = 1

Cp > 1

% outages almost 0%

% outages < 5%

% outages > 5% (?)

Cp > 1
% outages >> 5%
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* Katayori (Japans) = deviation, difference

Process performance ► Process capability
Cpk-value
capability

Cpk
potential
katayori*

LSL

USL
allowed

3

3
actual

Cp < 1
Cpk < 1

=

Smallest distance from average
compared to LSL or USL

=

Min (µ - LSL, USL - µ)
3σ

actual process variation

LSL

USL

LSL

USL

Cpk value does say
something about the current
% outage !!

LSL

USL
allowed

allowed

allowed

6

3 3

3 3

actual

actual

actual

Cp = 1
Cpk = 1

Cp > 1
Cpk > 1

Cp > 1
Cpk << 1

Can even be
smaller than 0

Calculating the Cp en Cpk
Exercise
𝑉𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟
𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑈𝑆𝐿 − 𝐿𝑆𝐿)
𝐶𝑝 =
=
=
𝑉𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠
ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ
6 × 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎

𝑪𝒑 =

𝐶𝑝𝑘 =

=

(𝟑𝟓 −𝟐𝟎)
= 0,97
𝟔 ×𝟐,𝟓𝟖

𝑁𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑉𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟
(𝑁𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 − 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒)
=
𝑁𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑉𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠
3 × 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎

𝑪𝒑𝒌 =

average: 30,17
St. deviation : 2,58

(𝑼𝑺𝑳 −𝑳𝑺𝑳)
𝟔 × 𝑺𝒊𝒈𝒎𝒂

(𝑵𝒆𝒂𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒕 𝒔𝒑𝒆𝒄 −𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒄𝒆𝒔𝒔 𝒂𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒈𝒆)
(𝟑𝟓 − 𝟑𝟎,𝟏𝟕)
=
𝟑 × 𝑺𝒊𝒈𝒎𝒂
𝟑 ×𝟐,𝟓𝟖

= 0,62
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Process performance ► Process capability
Process Capability
The Process Capability Indices indicate the extent to which the process meets the specification limits.
• C p:
Performance if process would be centred
• Cpk: Realistic representation of performance
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Process performance ► Process capability
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Process performance ► Process capability
Capability analysis
Via Stat > Quality Tools
• Indicates to what extent the output of the process meets the customer's wishes.
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Process performance ► Process capability
Capability analysis

LSL = 20 and USL = 30
Performance Expected Overall:
% < LSL = 32,45% = outage for LSL
% > USL = 21,86% = outage above USL
% Total = 54,31% total outages
Total = 100 – 54,31 = 45,69%
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Process performance ► Process capability
Capability analysis

Performance Expected Overall %:
Cp = 0,18
Cpk = 0,13
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Measure ► Process performance
Quality indicators
• In addition to Cp and Cpk, there are a number of important quality indicators within Lean Six Sigma:
DPMO

Defects Per Million Opportunities

PPM

Parts Per Million

DPU

Defects Per Unit

• All in all, these three quality indicators give an idea of how well the process is performing. Therefore, it is recommended
to calculate and use all three numbers.

Measure ► Process performance
DPMO (Defects Per Milion Opportunities)
Goal: give attention to reducing the number of mistakes
1.

Define the produced product

2.

Determine what’s right/wrong

3.

Determine what the possibilities are for mistakes

4.

Record the number of parts inspected and count the mistakes

5.

Calculate the DPMO
𝐴𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑠
𝐷𝑃𝑀𝑂 =
∗ 1.000.000
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 ∗ 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠

Example
Number of units produced

N

80

Amount of mistakes (also repaired)

D

108

Number of mistake possibilities

0

4

108
𝐷𝑃𝑀𝑂 =
∗ 1.000.000 = 337.500
80 ∗ 4

Measure ► Procesprestatie
PPM (Parts Per Milion)
Goal: Pay attention to the customer perspective. A product with one or more mistakes is equally worthless to the customer,
so a defect.
1.

Determine the errors that, if they occur, make the product worthless for customers

2.

Record the number of products inspected

3.

Count the number of defective units

4.

Calculate the PPM
𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠
𝑃𝑃𝑀 =
∗ 1.000.000
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠

Example
Number of defective units

63

Total amount of units

80

63
𝑃𝑃𝑀 =
∗ 1.000.000 = 787.500
80

The PPM can also be seen in Minitab at the Process Capability.

Measure ► Process performance
DPU (Defects Per Unit)
Goal: Determine the average number of defects per unit
1.

Define the defect (any chance of a defect appearing in a unit is a defect)

2.

Determine the number of units checked

3.

Count the defects

4.

Calculate the DPU

𝐴𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠
𝐷𝑃𝑈 =
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠

Example
Number of defects

108

Total amount of units

80

108
𝐷𝑃𝑈 =
= 1,35
80

This means that an produced component contains an average of 1,35 defects.

Measure ► Process performance
Case
• Every day, twelve InterCity's go from Utrecht to Amsterdam every hour. For a day we monitor what time the train leaves
compared to the scheduled departure time. This data can be found in the Excel-file under ‘data’. Map the process
performance for this data.

1. 1st pass analysis
1.

Histogram

2.

Boxplot

3.

Graphic display

2. Test whether the data is normally distributed
3. Is the process stable (Control Chart)?
4. Does it meet the customer’s wishes (Capability Analyse)?
You can take LSL -1 and USL: +3 as limits. If necessary, you may also use your own customer wish.
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Planning day 4

• Recap
• DMAIC: Analysis (part 1)
• Lean Principle 3: Flow
• Lean Principle 4: Pull
• Game

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt
Day 4
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Excercise
Calculate the DPMO, PPM, DPU and Yield of these 5 houses

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A Six Sigma process has a
PPM of 0,002
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Jefferson Memorial
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Analysis

Define
Starting up
the project

Measure
Determine
current
situation

Analyse
Identify root causes

Improve

Control

Designing and
testing
improvements

Implement,
monitor and
anchor

– Qualitative analysis
• 5x Why
• Ishikawa/fishbone
– Quantitative analysis
1. 1st pass analysis
2. Distribution type
3. Hypothesis tests
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Qualitative analysis

• The RCA is a troubleshooting method aimed at identifying the causes of problems or events
• In practice, the cause of a problem is often not solved, but the result is:

We often solve visible symptoms of a
problem

While the root cause persists

Consequence: We continue to put out fires
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Qualitative analysis
Tools
Common tools
• Cause & Effect diagram (Ishikawa)
• 5 x Why
• Pareto-diagram
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Qualitative analysis
Cause & Effect (Ishikawa)
• A tool to identify, sort, and view potential causes of a specific problem
• Graphic representation of the relationship(s) between a given output and all possible factors influencing that output
• Also known as fishbone diagram or Ishikawa
• Forces us to avoid tunnel vision

In services it is often used for:

Output Y

•

Employee

•

Computer/IT

•

Information

•

Working method

•

Customer/supplier

•

Management
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Qualitative analysis
Cause & Effect (Ishikawa)
• Step 1: Place specific problem in the ‘fish head’ formulated as a question: why….? / what is the reason for….?
• Step 2: The causes resulting from the question are hung on the main bone. These are the 6M (Method, Man, Machine,
Material, Measure, Mother nature).
• Often used in services: Employee, Computer/IT, Information, Working method, Customer/supplier and Management
• Step 3: Use brainstorming techniques and focus on the question in the fish head.
•
• Step 4: Keep asking questions about the mentioned causes with the 5x Why? Method.
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Qualitative analysis
5x Why
• The root cause is the core of the problem. When it is resolved, the problem is prevented (preventing is better than
solving)
• The technique of getting to this root cause is called “5xWhy?”
• In theory, this seems to be a very simple technique, but it takes practice to master it.
• Inquire on the right topics to find the root cause.
Ridiculous

Ignorance

Why 9

Why 1
Why 2

Why 8

Why 3

Why 7

Why 4

Why 6
Why 5

Workable

Planning day 4

• Recap
• DMAIC: Analysis (part 1)

• Lean Principle 3: Flow
• Lean Principle 4: Pull
• Game

Lean Principle 3: Flow

Interuptions

Multitasking is worse than a lie
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

Impact on:
Time
Quality
Stress
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Principle 3: Flow

Flow reduces the lead time by smoothing the process.
• Flow eliminates waste:
– (Intermediate) stock
– Transport
– Waiting
– Etc.

• Flow increases quality
• Achieving flow means you go from thinking in boxes to thinking in chains.
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Principle 3: Flow
Concepts
Takt time
• The rhythm in which the customer orders
• Takt time = effective available production time / customer demand

Exercise
• A shift lasts 7,5 hours.
• A break and the clean up costs 45 minutes per shift

• The customer demand is 920 products per day.
What is the takt time in seconds?
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Principle 3: Flow
Concepts
Exercise
What is the takt time in seconds?
Takt time = Effective available production time / customer demand
Step 1:

What is the effective production time available?
7,5 hours x 60 minutes

= 450 minutes = 27.000 seconds

45 minutes

= 45 minutes = 2.700 seconds

= 24.300 seconds
Step 2:

What is the customer demand

= 920

Step 3:

24.300
Takt time =
= 26,41 seconds
920
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Principle 3: Flow
Concepts
• Process Time, PT
- The time it takes to work in the product
- Consists of the CVA, BVA and NVA
- 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 𝐴 + 𝐵 + 𝐶 + …
• Process Lead Time, PLT
- Actual lead time for producing a single product
- Take the intermediate stocks in account: they must be eliminated first.

- 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
• Process Cycle Efficiency, PCE
- The ratio between the time spent working on the product and the total lead time

- 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

∗ 100%
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Principle 3: Flow
Concepts
• Exit Rate, ER

- The speed at which products leave the process
- Is determined by the takt time or the bottleneck
- Expressed in units, for example 20 filters per hour
- 𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

1 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡
𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

or 𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

1 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡
𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑘

Example exit rate
- The bottleneck at a shop is the ATM. The ATM takes 15 seconds for a payment. The exit rate is:
𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

1 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒
15 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠

= 4 customers per minute

- Let's say there's only a customer every 30 seconds who wants to pay with card (takt time), the exit rate would be:
𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

1 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒
30 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠

= 2 customers per minute
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Principle 3: Flow
Concepts
• Little’s law
- An alternative way to calculate lead time
- 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =

𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘
𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

Example Little’s law
- There are 10 customers in line in a shop. The exit rate is 4 customers per minute. The lead time considering Little’s
law is:

𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =

10 𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑠
4 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒

= 2,5 minutes

- An alternative way of calculating Little's Law is to multiply the intermediate stock with the bottleneck (or the takt
time if this one’s higher). You will get:
𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 10 𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑠 ∗ 15 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 = = 2,5 minutes
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Principle 3: Flow
Exercise
I

Customer

24
I

I
2

10
Process step 1

0

I
5

0

I

Customer

30

Process step 2

Process step 3

Process step 4

• Sub-activity
• Sub-activity
• Sub-activity

• Sub-activity
• Suv-activity
• Sub-activity

• Sub-activity
• …

• …

Excecutor
• Number of excecutors
• DI-time process step

Excecutor
• Number of excecutors
• DI-time process step

• …

• …

20 s

35 s

Takt time = 36 s

30 s

650 s

25 s
250 s

Process time

35 s
400 s
Waiting time
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Questions

Principle 3: Flow

1.

Process time?

Exercise

2.

Process lead time (e.g. process measurements)

3.

Process efficiency?

4.

Process lead time based on Little’s Law?

I

Customer

24
I

I
2

10
Process step 1

0

I
5

0

I

Customer

30

Process step 2

Process step 3

Process step 4

• Sub-activity
• Sub-activity
• Sub-activity

• Sub-activity
• Sub-activity
• Sub-activity

• Sub-activity
• …

• …

Excecutor
• Number of executors
• DI-time process step

Excecutor
• Number of executors
• DI-time process step

• …

• …

Takt time = 36 s

35 s

20 s
30 s

650 s

25 s
250 s

Process time

35 s
400 s
Wating time
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Principle 3: Flow
Exercise

1. What is the processing time (in seconds)?
Total editing time = process time step A + B + C + …
20 + 35 + 25 + 35 = 115 seconds

2. What is the lead time that you deduce from the process measurements (in seconds)?
Lead time = process time + recovery time + waiting time
30 + 20 + 650 + 35 + 250 + 25 + 400 + 35 = 1445 seconds
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Principe 3: Flow
Exercise
3. What is the process efficiency?
Process efficiency = (Total process time / lead time) x 100%
(115 / 1445) x 100% = 8,0%

4. What is the lead time under Little’s Law
Lead time = intermediate stock / exit rate
Intermediate stock = 2 + 10 + 5 + 30 = 47 units*

Exit rate =

1 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒
36 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠

Lead time =

47 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠
1,67

= 1,67 units per min.

= 28,2 minutes (1692 seconds)

(Alternative way: 47 units * 36 seconds = 1692 seconds)

* We do not count the 24 finished products, because they no
longer 'hinder' our production process
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Principe 3: Flow
Creating flow
Action plan:
• Step 1: Determine the maximum time available per process step (takt time)
• Step 2: Eliminate waste
• Step 3: Use the people in such a way that the process time is < 90% takt time
Line balancing:
bottleneck sets the
pace

Eliminate waste
(including intermediate
stocks)

available time

1

2

3

4a

4b

Lead time

How did you apply Flow in the
filter factory?

Cut up an activity or put
two people for the same
task
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Principle 3: Flow
Recognize flow
Characteristics of a process that is not balanced
• There are bottlenecks: the most time-intensive process step cannot meet customer demand
• As a result, the work accumulates in that process step
• The expected lead time continues to increase
How do you recognize it?
• Counting the stock: high (and rising) intermediate stock
• Time measurements: process time > takt time

• Disproportionate workload: a lot of workload at the bottleneck, little workload after the bottleneck
Objective: process time = 90% takt time (safe margin of 10%)
• If process time is < 90% of the takt time: there is too much waste (e.g. waiting time)

• If process time is > 90% of the takt time: excessive workload, bottlenecks
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Principle 3: Flow
One-piece-flow
One-piece-flow is the 'ultimate Lean solution':
Lower intermediate inventory and stock a
• Improved quality
• Errors are not passed on to the next process step
• Employees are multi-employable
• Stable and robust
In practice, a mixture is often better
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Planning day 4

• Recap
• DMAIC: Analysis (part 1)
• Lean Principle 3: Flow
• Lean Principle 4: Pull
• Game

Lean Principle 4: Pull

Principle 4: Pull
From push to pull
1. Determine a maximum amount of work in-work (intermediate stock)
2. Produce based on customer needs: outflow is signal for new inflows
Benefits of pull-production
• Less unsolicited or over-made products
• Protection against stockpiling
• Earlier signal that there is an error in the product
• Problems in the workplace become visible

vs.
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Principle 4: Pull
1. Set a ceiling on the amount of intermediate stock
• Useful tool for this is Kanban
• Kan = visual, Ban = board
2. Outflow is the signal for new inflows
• Don't create products that don't have a customer demand (waste)
• Reduces the intermediate and final stock and thus the lead time
•
Examples

• Two-bin-kanban
• Production-kanban
• Signal-kanban
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Principle 4: Pull
Kanban variants

Signal-kanban

Two bin-kanban

Production-kanban
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Planning day 4

• Recap
• DMAIC: Analysis (part 1)
• Lean Principle 3: Flow
• Lean Principle 4: Pull
• Game

Principe 4: Pull

Simulation game
Get started with Flow and Pull
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Simulation game
Get started with Flow and Pull

Stap 1

Stap 2

Stap 3

Stap 4

• No preparation: don't start until you've received a half-product
• No repair work: once a mistake is made, just pass it on
• Work at a normal pace (not fast, not slow)
• No help from colleagues: up to one person per station
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In a Pull system the customer determines the proces speed

Improvement board

Ideas

Push

Improvement board
Prioritized ideas

Pull

Maximum 3
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Example Pull systeem

A

Proces step 1

B

A

Proces step 2

A

B

Proces step 3

B

C

C

C

D

D

D

Customer

A
B
C

D
E
F

Proces step 3

Proces step 2

Proces step 1

G

…

…

H

…

…

Customer

…

…
…
…
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Planning day 5

• Recap
• DMAIC: Analysis (part 2)
• DMAIC: Improve

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt
Day 5
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Planning day 5

• Recap
• DMAIC: Analysis (part 2)
• DMAIC: Improve

DMAIC: Analysis (part 2)
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Analysis

Define
Start project

Measure
Determine
current
situation

Analyse
Identify potential
influencing factors

Improve
Design and test
improvements

Control
Implement,
monitor and
anchor

– Qualitative analysis
• 5x Why
• Ishikawa/fishbone
– Quantitative analysis
1. 1st pass analysis
2. Type of distribution
3. Hypothesis testing
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Quantitative analysis ► 1st pass analysis
Bar Chart
In Graph > Bar Chart or in Excel
• Visualization of frequency distribution of data
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Quantitative analysis ► 1st pass analysis
Pie Chart
In Graph > Pie Chart or in Excel
• Visualization of discrete data in relation to the frequency
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Quantitative analysis ► 1st pass analysis
Pareto Chart
What is it?
While analyzing processes the Pareto Chart is a useful tool to chart the cause-effect relation of the problems.
Why use a Pareto Chart?
To chart where the biggest part of the problem in the process arises.
How do we measure?
Some analysis are easy to make in Excel. Next time we will also practice doing analysis in Minitab.
For example by graphic analysis.
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Quantitative analysis ► 1st pass analysis
Pareto Chart
Focus on 20% of the causes to deal with 80% of the problems.
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Quantitative analysis ► 1st pass analysis
Pareto Chart
Via Stat > Quality Tools
• 80/20 Rule: 20% of the causes are responsible for 80% of the problems

Graphic overview of the
most important discrete
factors (for example failure,
complaints)
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Quantitative analysis ► Type of distribution
Normal or not normal
To decide if a dataset is distributed normally, we use the Anderson-Darling-test. When the so-called p-value is greater than
0,05 it is very likely that the dataset is normally distributed. That means that most of the observations fall between the red
lines in the graph below. We discuss later what the p-value is.

Beware! At Lean Six Sigma Green Belt we only work
with the normally distributed data. At the Black Belt
we pay attention to the not-normally distributed
data.
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothese-testing

What?
• A hypothesis (Greek: ὑπόθεσις [hupóthesis] = assumption) is a theorem in science that has not (yet) been proven. It is
the starting point of a theory, an explanation or a derivation.
We assume there is a possible relationship between two or more variables or that one variable (x) influences the behavior
(the outcome) of another variable (y)

Work with X’s
found after the
analyse-phase
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Roadmap for hypothesis-testing
1. Make a hypothesis
• H0 & H a
• Two-sided and one-sided hypothesis
2.

Choose a statistical test
• 1-sample t-test
• 2-sample t-test
• Paired t-test
• ANOVA

3.

Interpret the outcome
• P-value
• H0 reject of H0 preserve

4.

Validate outcome
• Alpha- & Bèta-error
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
1. Make a hypothesis: H0 & Ha
What?
• Testing the analyzes you’ve made
• Verify the possible causes

Why?
• They can confirm the differences between two or more outcomes
• Statistically confirm the improvements
De null hypothesis (H0)
• Describes the status-quo or the status in which nothing changes (there is no difference).
De alternative hypothesis (Ha of H1)
• The alternative hypothesis represents the change (there is a difference)..
• The alternative hypothesis is represented as Ha of H1..
Exercise: We want to show that men are on average taller than women.
Write down H0 en Ha
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
1. Setting up a hypothesis: one-sided & two-sided
The alternative hypothesis (Ha) can be made in two ways::

One-sided

Two-sided
We test if there is a significant difference:

H0 : µman = µvrouw
Ha : µman ≠ µvrouw

We test if there is a difference, but also if this
difference is smaller or bigger (but not both).

H0

: µman = µvrouw
Ha2 : µman > µvrouw
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Roadmap for hypothesis-testing
1. Make a hypothesis
• H0 & H a
• Two-sided and one-sided hypothesis
2.

Choose a statistical test
• 1-sample t-test
• 2-sample t-test
• Paired t-test
• ANOVA

3.

Interpret the outcome
• P-value
• H0 reject of H0 preserve

4.

Validate outcome
• Alpha- & Bèta-error
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
2. Choosing a statistical test
After constructing a hypothesis it is important that you choose the right statistical test to test your hypothesis. We
distinguish different tests:
• Anderson Darling-test

• One sample t-test
• Two sample t-test
• Paired t-test
• ANOVA
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Anderson Darling: is the data normally distributed?
To determine if a dataset is normally distributed, we use the so-called Anderson-Darling-test. When the so-called p-value is
greater than 0,05, it is very likely that the dataset is normally distributed. That means that most of the observations fall
between the red lines in the graph below.
H0 = The dataset is normally distributed
H1 = The dataset is not normally distributed
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
One sample t-test
Via Stat > Basic Statistics > 1-sample t-test
When?
• Test if the average of a normally distributed population is equal to a determined, prespecified value..
• Within 1 population
• Also known as the Students’ t-test
Example:
– Is the burning time of a light bulb as long as the manufacturer claims?
– Is the average length of my group greater than the average length in the country
– Is our lead time shorter than our KPI?
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Two sample t-test
Via Stat > Basic Statistics > 2-sample t-test
When?
• Test if the averages of two normally distributed populations are equal..
Example:
– The average burn time of a Philips light bulb versus a Osram lightbulb
– The average length of women and men.
– The revenue of a sales team in Amsterdam and a sales team in Utrecht.
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Paired t-test
Via Stat > Basic Statistics > Paired t-test
When?
• Comparing means of the same group at two different times.
Example:
– Is there a difference in average weight of a test subject before and after using a weight loss drug?
– Is the revenue at a group of companies higher in January than in December?
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
ANOVA
Via Stat > ANOVA
When?
• Test whether the means of two or more groups are equal The ANOVA is less accurate than the t-test.
Example:
– Comparing departments, branches, countries, sales teams, etc.
ANOVA = Analysis of Variance
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Roadmap for hypothesis-testing
1. Make a hypothesis
• H0 & H a
• Two-sided and one-sided hypothesis
2.

Choose a statistical test
• 1-sample t-test
• 2-sample t-test
• Paired t-test
• ANOVA

3.

Interpret the outcome
• P-value
• H0 reject of H0 preserve

4.

Validate outcome
• Alpha- & Bèta-error
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
3. Interpret the outcome
The outcome of the statistical test is no simple “yes or no”, but a p-value.
• The p-value is the plausibility of the null hypothesis.
• It is the critical alpha-value in which the null hypothesis is rejected.
• If the plausibility of the null hypothesis is below 0,05, we reject the null hypothesis

When P is low, H0 must go!!!
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Example | Anderson-Darling test
Example (see Excel-file):
A sample shows the following heights of people (in cm’s):

190, 154, 191, 172, 167, 195, 186, 160, 182, 170, 185, 175, 168, 187, 178, 190, 166, 205, 194, 171,
189, 176
Is the length of these people normally distributed?
Roadmap:
• What is the null hypothesis?
• What is the alternative hypothesis?
• What is the p-value?
• Is the length of this people normally distributed?

Ho : The values are normally distributed
Ha : The values aren’t normally distributed
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Example | Anderson-Darling test

• Ho : Values are normally distributed
• Ha : Values are not normally distributed

P = 0,684 and is
higher than 0,05, so
the null hypothesis is
accepted. The length
in the group is
normally distributed.
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Example | 1-sample t-test
With this test you compare a continue dataset with a norm.
Dataset = new process
Reason for the hypothesis
You want to know if the lead time in days, after taking a course, is improved compared to the old process with an average of 16,5 a
day. For this you have taken a sample to see if there is a difference.
What is your hypothesis? OS of TS?
H00 = Gemiddelde
doorlooptijd is gelijk aan 16,5 dag
?
H11 = ?Gemiddelde doorlooptijd zijn niet gelijk aan 16,5 dag
Minitab
– Choose ‘stat/basic statistics/1-sample t’
– Select Energy costs and check “perform hypothesis test” met “hypothesized mean 220”
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Example | 1-sample t-test
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Example | 1-sample t-test
Normal

P is not <0,05 so you
can’t say that there is a
significant difference.
You keep H0

Assistent
The 95% interval is between
13,253 and 16,711 and
includes the old mean of
16,5.
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Example | 2-sample t-test
With this test you compare to averages with each other.
Dataset = New shipping route
Reason for the hypothesis:
Recently a new shipping route has been discovered to sail from A to B. They want to know if there is a difference in the average
duration of the new and the old shipping route
What is your hypothesis? OS of TS?
H
H00 == The
? new and old shipping route are the same length
H1 = ?There is a difference between the old and new shipping route.
Minitab
– First, make a boxplot
– Choose stat/basic statistics/two sample t
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Example | 2-sample t-test
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Example | 2-sample t-test
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Example | 2-sample t-test

P is <0,05 so you know there
is a significant difference.
You reject H0. Our certainty
is 1-0,03 = 97%

Boxplot of Time (days)

40,0
37,5

Time (days)

De 95% CI shows how big the
difference is compared to
each other. The difference is
between -0,2 and -4,25 days
(so faster)

42,5

35,0
32,5
30,0
27,5
25,0
New

Old

Route
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Example | 2-sample t-test
Assistant
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Example | Paired t-test
With this test you check, over time, if there is a difference in the average of one group.
Dataset = Call center

Reason for the hypothesis:
A bank wants to know if the employees can handle phone calls faster after a training. This is measured in seconds.
What is your hypothesis? OS of TS?

H
H 0 == ?There is no difference before and after the training.
0

H
H11 == ?There is a difference before and after the training.

Minitab

– Choose stat/basic statistics/paired t-test
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Example | Paired t-test
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Example | Paired t-test
P value is really low. P <
0,05 so we can say with
great certainty that there is
a difference between the
old and the new route.

Individual Value Plot of Differences

(with Ho and 95% t-confidence interval for the mean)

The average
difference is
4,9 seconds

More precisely,
the difference
will be between
4,6 and 5,2
seconds.

_
X
Ho

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Differences
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Example | ANOVA
Dataset = Paint hardness
They want to check if there is a difference in hardness of paint. To test this 4 different blends were made. Do they have the
same mean?

Hypothesis
H
paint hardness of the four blends are the same.
H00 == Average
?
H1 = ?At least one of the means deviates.
Graphic analysis→ boxplot
• Graph/boxplot/ Simple = one Y (hardness) with groups (the types of paint)
• Graph variables = hardness and categorical variables = paint.
Minitab
• Choose ‘Stat/anova/one way’ and ‘response’ = hardness and ‘factor’ = paint.
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Example | ANOVA

Boxplot
of Hardheid
Boxplotpaint-hardness
25

Hardheid

20

15

10

5

0
Blend 1

Blend 3

Blend 2

Blend 4

Verf
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Example | ANOVA

P is low H0 must go, so the average hardness of the four different
blends is not the same.
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Exercise: 1-sample t-test
Dataset = Length
Question: does the average length of our measurement deviate from the national average of 173,5cm?

1. Is the data normally distributed?
2. What is your H0 hypothesis?
3. What is our H1 hypothesis?
4. What is your conclusion?
Perform a
• Two-sided test
• One-sided test
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Exercise: 1-sample t-test (two-sided)

via Assistent
Hypotheses:
• H0 = the average length of our sample is the
same as the national average of 173,5cm.
• Ha = the average length of our sample differs
from the national average of 173,5cm.
Test: One sample with one measure so a 1sample t-test
p = 0,036 so there is statistical evidence that
the average length differs from the national
average length of 173,5 cm. The value is lower
than 0,05 So the null hypothesis is rejected.
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Exercise: 1-sample t-test (two-sided)

Via menu
(via ’Stat’ / ‘Basic Statistis’ / ‘1-sample t’)
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Exercise: 1-sample t-test (one-sided)

via Assistent
Hypotheses:
• H0 = The average length of our sample is the same
as the national average length of 173,5cm
• Ha = the average length of the sample is longer
than the national average length of 173,5cm
Test: One sample with one measure, so a 1-sample ttest
p = 0,018 so there is statistical evidence that the
average length is bigger than the national average of
173,5 cm (p is lower than 0,05 so we reject the null
hypothesis)
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Exercise: 1-sample t-test (one-sided)

Via menu
(via ’Stat’ / ‘Basic Statistics’ / ‘1-sample t’)
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Exercise: 2-sample t-test
Question: Is, in our sample, the average length of the men different than the average length of the women?
Perform a::
• Two-sided test

• One-sided test
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Exercise: 2-sample t-test (two-sided)

via Assistent
Hypotheses:
• H0 = the average length of the men is the same
as the average length of the women.
• Ha = the average length is different than the
average length of the women.
Test: comparing two samples, so the 2-sample ttest
p < 0,001 so there is a statistical difference
between the average lengths of the women and
men (the p-value is lower than 0,05, so the null
hypothesis is rejected).
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Exercise: 2-sample t-test (two-sided)

Via menu
(via ’Stat’ / ‘Basic Statistis’ / ‘2-sample t’)
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Exercise: 2-sample t-test (one-sided)

via Assistent
Hypothesen:
• H0 = the average length of the men is the
same as the average length of the
women.
• Ha = the average length is greater than
the average length of the women.
Test: comparing two samples so 2-sample ttest
p < 0,001 there is proof that the men in our
sample are on average significantly taller
than the women (p-value is lower tan 0,05,
so the null hypothesis can be rejected).
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Exercise: 2-sample t-test (one-sided)

Via menu
(via ’Stat’ / ‘Basic Statistis’ / ‘2-sample t’)
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
Action plan for hypothesis-testing
1. Make a hypothesis
• H0 & H a
• Two-sided and one-sided hypothesis
2.

Choose a statistical test
• 1-sample t-test
• 2-sample t-test
• Paired t-test
• ANOVA

3.

Interpret the outcome
• P-value
• H0 reject of H0 preserve

4.

Validate outcome
• Alpha- & Bèta-error
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Quantitative analysis ► Hypothesis-testing
4. Validate outcome
Performing the statistical test also involves a certain amount of uncertainty. Nobody can be 100% sure that the decision is
right. There is a chance that H0 will be falsely rejected or accepted.
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Additional exercises

Additional exercises

Open the Excel-file (invoices tab) and test in Minitab:
1. If the average payment time significantly differs from the national average of 25 days.
2. Whether the invoices that are submitted digitally have a different payment time compared to the postal invoices

3. If there is a type of invoice that has a different payment time on average compared to the other types.
The results can be found on the next slides. You are of course free to practice with other information.
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Additional exercises
Question 1
Hypotheses:
• H0 = the average payment time of the invoices in our sample is
the same as the national average of 25 days.
• Ha = the average payment time differs from the national average
of 25 days.
Test: One sample with one measure so 1-sample t-test
p = 0,399 so there is no proof that our invoices are payed faster than
the national average of 25 (p is not lower than 0,05 so we do not
reject the null hypothesis).
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Additional exercises
Question 2
Hypotheses:
• H0 = The average payment time of digitally submitted invoices
are equal to the invoices that are sent by post.
• Ha = The average payment time of digitally submitted invoices
is different than the invoices that are sent by post.
Test: comparing two sample so 2-sample t-test
p = 0,363 so there is no statistical evidence that there is a
difference between the payment time between the digitally
submitted invoices and the ones by post. (p is not lower than 0,05
so we accept the null hypothesis)
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Additional exercises
Question 3
Hypotheses:
• H0 = There is no invoice type that differs in average payment
time relative to the other types.
• Ha = There is an invoice type that has a different average
payment time relative to the other types
Test: Comparing more than two samples, so Anova.
p < 0,001 so there is statistical evidence that there is an invoice
type that has a different payment time (p value is lower than 0,05
so we reject the null hypothesis). The type that differs are the
“Other” invoices.
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Additional exercises
Question 1 and 2 (via menu)

Vraag 1: 1-sample t-test: Payment time
Test of μ = 25 vs ≠ 25

Variable
Payment time

N
112

Mean StDev SE Mean
24,339 8,258
0,780

95% CI
(22,793; 25,885)

T
-0,85

P
0,399

Question 2: 2-sample t-test and CI: Payment time; Source
Source
Digital
Post

N
Mean StDev
17 25,94
7,60
95 24,05
8,37

SE Mean
1,8
0,86

Difference = μ (Digital) - μ (Post)
Estimate for difference: 1,89
95% CI for difference: (-2,32; 6,10)
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs ≠): T-Value = 0,93 P-Value = 0,363

DF = 23
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Additional exercises
Question 3 (via menu)

Question 3: ANOVA Payment time versus Invoice type
Null hypothesis
All means are equal
Alternative hypothesis At least one mean is different
Significance level
α = 0,05

Type Invoice

Factor Information
Factor
Levels Values
5 Car rental; ICT; Office supplies; Other; Courses

Analysis of
Source
DF Adj SS
Type Invoice
4
2991
Error
107
Total

S
6,54083

Type Incoice
Car rental
ICT
Office supplies
Other
Courses

Variance
Adj MS F-Value
747,85
17,48
4578
42,78
111
7569

Model Summary
R-sq R-sq(adj)
39,52%
37,26%

39
15
35
3
20

P-Value
0,000

R-sq(pred)
33,75%

Means
N
Mean StDev
95% CI
21,564 5,404 (19,488; 23,640)
23,13
6,10 ( 19,79; 26,48)
24,800 4,517 (22,608; 26,992)
54,00
2,65 ( 46,51; 61,49)
25,40 10,86 ( 22,50; 28,30)

Pooled StDev = 6,54083
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Additional exercises
Question 3 (via menu)

Question 3: ANOVA Payment time versus Invoice type
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Planning day 5

• Recap & homework
• DMAIC: Analyze (part 2)
• DMAIC: Improve

DMAIC: Improve

Control

Define
Starting
projects

Measure
Define current
situation

Analyse

Improve

Identify
potential influence
factors

Designing and
testing
improvements

Control
Deploy, monitor,
and anchor

Result:
• Design improvement
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Improve
Design the improvement
• In the analyze-phase we established the root cause for several influencing factors.
• These influencing factors are the starting point for the Improve-phase to find a fitting improvement.

Root cause

Creative
Brainstorming
- Mind map
- Lateral thinking
- 6 thinking hats

Divergent
thinking

Convergent
thinking

Incubation
Clarify opinions
and
deduplicate.
Converge to 7
solutions.

Decision

Rational thinking:
Fishbone diagram
Multi-voting
Solution Selection Matrix
Pairwise comparison

Riskanalysis

First Time Right:
FMEA
Poka Yoke

Streamlining

Pilot and
implementation

Do, Check, Act:
Pilot
Implementation plan
and evaluation
Control plan
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Improve ► Diverge
Brainstorming
Guidelines:
1. Clear formulation of the goal.
2. Give everyone some time (a few minutes) to let his or her thoughts flow.
3. Collect ideas:
• All the ideas are welcome, no discussion or critique.
• Build on the ideas of others.
• You can collect the ideas in different ways (for example: post it’s).

4. Use techniques to revive the brainstorm (energizers).
5. Close the brainstorm with a:
• List of all the ideas.
• Merge all the similar ideas.
• Make clear what the next steps are.

For example: Analogies, random words, reverse brainstorm
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Improve ► Diverge
Mindmapping
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Improve ► Diverge
The six thinking hats of Bono

‘6 thinking hats’
• Looking at the question or the problem from different perspectives
• By putting on the different thinking hats you can see the problems from
another, maybe even better, side.

• Each of the six different thinking hats represent a particular vision to look at
the problem or the question.
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Improve ► Diverge
The six thinking hats of Bono

White hat: There are a lot of tablets and phones
nowadays. Kids play outside too little and do not
develop motor skills enough.
Black hat: If kids play outside, they could hurt
themselves and accidents will happen. Staying
inside is safer!
Red hat Playing outside makes kids socially
stronger.
Yellow hat: Playing outside is healthy. Fresh air,
space, fantasies, and it also makes kids move
around more.
Green hat: A lot of games can be played inside if
they are careful.
Blue hat: Defines dan rules.
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Improve
Design the improvement
• In the Analyze-phase we have established the root cause of several influencing factors..
• These influencing factors form the starting point for the Improve-phase, where we find an appropriate improvement.

Root cause

Creative
Brainstorming
- Mind map
- Lateral thinking
- 6 thinking hats

Divergent
thinking

Convergent
thinking

Incubation
Clarify opinions
and
deduplicate.
Converge to 7
solutions.

Decision

Rational thinking:
Fishbone diagram
Multi-voting
Solution Selection Matrix
Pairwise comparison

Riskanalysis

First Time Right:
FMEA
Poka Yoke

Streamlining

Pilot and
implementation

Do, Check, Act:
Pilot
Implementation plan
and evaluation
Control plan
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Improve ► Converge
Solution Selection Matrix
Method to compare alternatives based on criteria and the importance of those criteria.
•
•
•
•

Step 1: Make a list of the desired criteria.
Step 2: Assign weight (1-100) to the list of the desired criteria.
Step 3: Compare the possible solutions based on the established criteria (score 1-10).
Step 4: Calculate the total score (weight x score)

Crtitical factors

Weight

Stay

House A

House B

Backyard

30

3

6

9

Own parking space

5

8

8

8

Detached house

20

1

9

9

Distance to the city center

15

9

3

6

Price

30

7

5

1

Total score

100

495

595

610
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Improve
Design the improvement
• In the Analyze-phase we have established the root cause of several influencing factors.
• These influencing factors form the starting point for the Improve-phase, where we find an appropriate improvement.

Root cause

Creative
Brainstorming
- Mind map
- Lateral thinking
- 6 thinking hats

Divergent
thinking

Convergent
thinking

Incubation
Clarify opinions
and
deduplicate.
Converge to 7
solutions.

Decision

Rational thinking:
Fishbone diagram
Multi-voting
Solution Selection Matrix
Pairwise comparison

Riskanalysis

First Time Right:
FMEA
Poka Yoke

Streamlining

Pilot and
implementation

Do, Check, Act:
Pilot
Implementation plan
and evaluation
Control plan
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Improve ► Risicoanalysis
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA)
A FMEA investigates the consequences of possible failure on a product or a process. In this way we can provide constructive
(process-)measures in advance to prevent, lower the chances of, or reduce the impact of the possible failure.
Goal
• Recognize causes and find possible weak spots in a process.
• Assign priorities for further analysis.
• Estimate the risk for the customer / organization.
• Define measures to reduce the risk.
You can use FMEA at two times within the DMAIC:
1. Analyze-phase – finding the RCA → qualitative analysis
2. Improve-phase – mitigate risks of a new situation
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Improve ► Risicoanalyse
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA)
Researching the consequences of possible failure can be done by analyzing three axes:
Failure modes:
1.Severity: how serious is the possible failure?

(1-10)

2.Frequency of occurrence: how many times will the failure happen (1-10)
3.Likelihood of detection: chances you will not find the failure in time (1-10)

Risk Priority Number (RPN)
RPN = Severity x Frequency of occurrence x Likelihood of detection
Based on the RPN you prioritize the risks you want to mitigate.
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Improve
Design the improvement
• In the Analyze-phase we have established the root cause of several influencing factors.
• These influencing factors form the starting point for the Improve-phase, where we find an appropriate improvement.

Root cause

Creative
Brainstorming
- Mind map
- Lateral thinking
- 6 thinking hats

Divergent
thinking

Convergent
thinking

Incubation
Clarify opinions
and
deduplicate.
Converge to 7
solutions.

Decision

Rational thinking:
Fishbone diagram
Multi-voting
Solution Selection Matrix
Pairwise comparison

Riskanalysis

First Time Right:
FMEA
Poka Yoke

Streamlining

Pilot and
implementation

Do, Check, Act:
Pilot
Implementation plan
and evaluation
Control plan
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Improve ► Risicoanalysis
Poka Yoke
• Smart process design to make sure mistakes can not be made again.
• Literal meaning (from Japanese):
• Poka: “unintentional mistake"
• Yoke: “prevent”
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Improve ► Risicoanalyse
Poka Yoke
Method to form a process or product in a way that makes it almost impossible to make mistakes.
Striving for “it can’t go wrong” (failsafe).

Failsafe
Visual control means

Visual aids

Force:
It can’t go wrong
Warn:
Warn for deviations
Being able to see:
Visual information
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Improve
Design the improvement
• In the Analyze-phase we have established the root cause of several influencing factors.
• These influencing factors form the starting point for the Improve-phase, where we find an appropriate improvement.

Root cause

Creative
Brainstorming
- Mind map
- Lateral thinking
- 6 thinking hats

Divergent
thinking

Convergent
thinking

Incubation
Clarify opinions
and
deduplicate.
Converge to 7
solutions.

Decision

Rational thinking:
Fishbone diagram
Multi-voting
Solution Selection Matrix
Pairwise comparison

Riskanalysis

First Time Right:
FMEA
Poka Yoke

Streamlining

Pilot and
implementation

Do, Check, Act:
Pilot
Implementation plan
and evaluation
Control plan
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Improve ► Pilot and implementation
Pilot
• The pilot is the (full or partial) test of a proposed solution that we carry out on a small scale to understand the effects of the
solutions better.
• By learning from the pilot can we learn to implement the solution on a bigger scale..
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:
Step 6:
Step 7:
Step 8:

Set up a plan to run the pilot
Make a data collection plan (DCP)
Communicate the approach and strategy.
Train the staff.
Run the pilot and data collection according to plan.
Evaluate the effectiveness of the solution.
Determine if there are more cause/effect relation that can help to reach the improvement goal.
Evaluate the implementation of the entire pilot.
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Improve ► Pilot and implementation
Implementation plan
Determining and providing insight on all activities, responsibilities and data that are relevant for a successful
implementation.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Often on 1 a A4 (looks like the Project Charter)
Easy to understand
Clear description of tasks and responsibilities
Planning
Important risks
Plan for mitigating risks
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Improve ► Risicoanalysis
Implementation plan
Background & Goals
The SC can be accessed in many different ways via telephony, but 88% of the total supply comes
from the 342/350 and 470 line.

Planning

The current waiting time on the 470 line (11 sec) is therefore a lot shorter than the waiting time
on the 350 line (51 sec)

1. Drafting a draft plan of approach for the pilot 470-line
2. Date/ Duration
3. Stakeholders (joining IT)
4. Possible consequences
5. Extra capacity
6. Mapping emergency plan
7. Approval Pilot
8. Run Pilot
9. Analysis results pilot
10. Coordination analysis with team leaders
11. Setting up controls and controls
12. Implementing improvement proposal

An increase in the waiting time on the 470 line has a major impact on the waiting time on the 350
line

Business Case

In the current situation, a distinction is made in the prioritization of responding to the supply on
these lines. Customers who contact the SC via the 470 line, are placed at the front of the queue
and are the next to be spoken to by the SC employees. However, this preferential treatment has a
number of important consequences, namely:

The wait time and order in which customers are served at the SC is unpredictable, as the 470 line
flows at the top of the queue. (The KKV obliges insurers to provide information to calling
customers about the total waiting time until the moment they come into contact with an
employee).

wk 4

wk 4
wk 5
wk 5
wk 5
wk 6
wk 6

Benefit
Current situation
Waiting time 350 line (offer 342/350) 51 sec*
Waiting time 470 line 11 sec
Excesses (+240 sec) 3% of total supply
New situation

Improvement idea & approach
Given the influence of the priority arrangement for the 470 line on the waiting time of the other
telephony services, in combination with the inability to predict the waiting time, the
improvement proposal is to drop the current priority arrangement for the 470 line. The offer on
the 470 line will receive the same rights that other SC customers have. –”All calls are equal”The current wait time on the 470 line is expected to increase from 11 sec to 38 sec
(ceteris paribus). In addition, due to the disappearance of the priority arrangement, the waiting
time on the 350 line is less dependent on the supply on the 470 line. The current waiting time on
the 350 line of 51 sec (excl. strap) is therefore expected to decrease by just over 12 sec to 38 sec.
(ceteris paribus). The waiting times for all lines are spread out and the chance of excesses (by the
advance of the 470 line) is considerably smaller than is the case in the current situation.
The conversion of the priority regulation can be easily arranged technically. A pilot will be held on
2 February to test whether dropping the priority arrangement will also yield the desired results. A
separate action plan has been drawn up for this.

Waiting time 350 line (offer 342/350) 38 sec*
Waiting time 470 line 38 sec*
Excesses (+240 sec) …
(Outcome pilot)
Cost
No costs (concerns technical switchover)
* Wait times based on median

Team
<Name> Tractor improvement proposal
<Name> Team Member
<Name> Team leader
<Name> Team leader
<Name> Team leader
<Name> Team leader
<Name> Technical Support
<Name> Manager SC
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Planning day 6

• Recap
• Lean Principle 5: Perfection
• DMAIC: Control
• Change management
• Exam
• Closing

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt
Day 6

Planning day 6

• Recap
• Lean Principle 5: Perfection
• DMAIC: Control
• Change management
• Exam
• Closing

Lean Principle 5: Perfection
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Principle 5: Perfection
What is it?
• Continue improvement
• Use the time you save to talk to your customers and suppliers about their (new) needs.
• Organize a (consultation) structure in which continue improvement is a part of the daily work.

Instruments and techniques:
• 5S
• Day- and week starts
• Kaizen-events
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Principle 5: Perfection ► 5s
Organize workplace

Inspect workplace

Maintain and continue
improvement

350

Principle 5: Perfection ► 5s
Maintain &
continue
improvement

Shitsuke
Sustain
Seiketsu
Standardize

Seiton
Shine
Seiso
Set in order
Seiri
Sort

Identify and
eliminate waste

Maximum contribution:
↑ Stability
↑ Efficiency
↑ Morality
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Principle 5: Perfection ► 5s
Sort
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Principle 5: Perfection ► 5s
Set in order
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Principle 5: Perfection ► 5s
Shine
Shine (clean):
• Eliminate the sources of disturbance and pollution.
• Arrangements for cleaning
• Divide responsibilities
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Principle 5: Perfection ► 5s
Standardize
• Communicate about the agreements
• Visual aids to spot deviations
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Principle 5: Perfection ► 5s
Example Royal Air Force

After applying 5S

Before applying 5S
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Principle 5: Perfection ► 5s
Of great importance!
• 5S is a particularly visible form of an improvement process.
• The workplace is involved in the 5S from the start until the end and knows what is going on.
• It helps to make the work run better.
• It is the beginning of ‘visual management’:, makes visible what happens at the workplace, mistakes will be noticed
quickly.
• It is an continuous source of improvement actions.
• A 5S session introduces the first improvement board with a visible action plan to follow the improvement actions and
initiate new ones.

• 5S is THE foundation for KAIZEN improvement.
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Principle 5: Perfection ► Consultation structure
Daily standup
“Every day a little bit better
• Standing consultation of 10-15 minutes.
• Improve with common sense and little financial resources.
• Use an improvement board.

Goals for the day start
1. Look back on the day before, what went well and
what could be better based on the results.
2. Look forward to today, discuss the capacity and
anticipate possible disruptions.

3. Identify improvements and discuss priorities.
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Principle 5: Perfection
Improvement ideas
The moment to change work is while discussing improvement ideas.
• Points of improvement are written on an improvement board.
• Always describe the problem first.
• Check for root causes.

• Make the improvement ideas a standard agenda item of the week start.
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Principle 5: Perfection
Kaizen-events
There are two types of Kaizen:
• Gemba Kaizen: ‘Changes for better at the workplace’
• Kaikaku Kaizen: ‘Radical changes for better’ (4 weeks)

Beware, Kaikaku =
‘change for the worse’
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Principle 5: Perfection
Kaizen Event Cycle (Kaikaku Kaizen)
Sometimes rapid, drastic change is necessary!
→ Kaizen event (Kaikaku Kaizen):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Four-week project.
A fully available focus group
From the problem all the way to the implementation of the solution.
The problem is urgent
Scope is clear
Often the solution is not yet known

Looks like the DMAIC: in many ways.
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Kleine Kaizen
improve in a morning

369

Small Kaizen
A quick small improvement on the work floor

Actions

Solutions

Deviation

Root causes
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Planning day 6

• Recap
• Lean Principle 5: Perfection
• DMAIC: Control
• Change management
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• Closing

DMAIC: Control

Control

Define
Starting
projects

Measure
Define current
situation

Analyse

Improve

Identify
potential influence
factors

Designing and
testing
improvements

Control
Deploy, monitor,
and anchor

• Process control
• Project completion
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Control ► Process control

Performance

Why process control?

Before the project

Successful
implementation

No maintenance

Time
373

Control ► Process control
Process documentation
Capture the new situation using the following instruments:
• SIPOC
• VSM current state
• VSM future state

• Work instructions
• Standard work (SOP)
(Standard Operating Procedure)

•

Communication and making available for the other teams and the
organization

•

Generate a base for further improvements in the organization.

•

Securing results and data for future comparisons.
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Control ► Process control
Control Plan
The Control plan is an overview of all the elements of a process that we want to control and monitor to prevent us form
falling into old habits.
Of these elements, we mention:
- The person responsible for implementing the control plan.
- What you are going to control.
- Which X or Y it concerns.
- Specifications of the X or Y
- What procedures you must control in this element.

- Measurement plan: what and how you will measure.
- Response plan: what actions do you take if you deviate too much from the specifications?
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Control ► Process control
Out of Control Action Plan (OCAP)
• Part of the Control Plan
• Emergency plan for a ‘out of control situation’
• Flowchart with decisions and actions to get X back under control.
Goal:
• To get control back of an ‘out of control situation’
• Take immediate action with working instructions and procedures.
Example:
• Product recalls
• Andon: stop production line
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Control ► Process control
Out of Control Action Plan (OCAP)
Flowchart
• Based on the knowledge and experience of the process.
• Most of this knowledge is already present by making a
process FMEA.
• ‘Living document’, updates over and over based on
experience
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Control ► Process control
Statistical Process Control (SPC)
SPC is to statistically control the process. After the process limits are set, SPC can be used to assess whether a process is
under control.
Purpose of SPC:

• Process monitoring: recognizing and perusing process dispersal.
• Discover is the process is stable and under control.
• Identifying usual and special causes. =
• Determine the tools to control the process.
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Control ► Process control
Statistical Process Control (SPC)

Disruptions

Process

Samples
Removing
cause !
Control maps
Out of Control
Action Plan

Alarm ?
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Control ► Process control
Statistical Process Control (SPC)
Use Control Charts

Proces in control
No Action

Proces not in control
Action!
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Control ► Process control
Statistical Process Control (SPC)
Making the performance over time transparent:
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Control

Define
Starting
projects

Measure
Define current
situation

Analyse

Improve

Identify
potential influence
factors

Designing and
testing
improvements

Control
Deploy, monitor,
and anchor

• Process control
• Project completion
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Control ► Finishing the project
Criteria
The project can be completed if:
• The project is fully and correctly implemented.
• The results are insightful for both the project team as the stakeholders

• The transfer is well structured to the line of organization.
• The possible next steps are clear.
• The lessons of the project are learned
• The client has agreed to finishing the project

Tip: Always evaluate the project with the team to learn!
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Control ► Finishing the project
Financial results
• It is important to make the financial results of your project transparent.
• Therefore, involve someone that can help you with the financial insight for your project (accountant, controller) as soon
as possible.
• For the financial results, you estimate the resulting or expected savings from your improvements.
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Control ► Finishing the project
Celebrate the success!
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Change management

Change is difficult

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We already do that
I have no time
No priority
Not possible
Already tried it
Can't do it
Should I
I don't believe it
Prove it

Change formula

E=QxA
E = Effect of a decision
Q = Quality of a decision
A = Acceptance of the decision in an organisation

Change Curve
Kübler-Ross
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Change management

Team performance

Tuckman’s model for team development

Performing
Forming
Norming

Storming

Time
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Planning day 6

• Recap
• Lean Principle 5: Perfection
• DMAIC: Control
• Change management
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• Closure

Closing

Planning day 6

• Recap
• Lean Principle 5: Perfection
• DMAIC: Control
• Change management
• Exam

• Closure

Closing
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Closing
How to proceed further?

Evaluation
• What are your tips and tops?
• Would you like to share them on Springtest?

How to proceed further?
• What is your first step?
• Share your experiences in two months in an online meeting!
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Complete your toolbox…
✓ Green Belt tools
+ Practical Experience
Work on your own improvement
initiative
(possibly in combination with
practice certification)

To independently start an
improvement project

+ Green to Black
Deepen into the theory
(i.a. analysis and change
management)

+ Process Mining-training

+ RPA-training

Visualize and objectify the actual process
flow based on system data. Make the
bottlenecks, deviations and rework
transparent.

Automating simple, rule-based processes by
letting software take over sub-tasks from
the employees.
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You’ve obtained the certificate! What is the next step?

Theory:

Practice
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Follow us on LinkedIn

• Follow us on LinkedIn to stay tuned for:
✓ Events
✓ Customer cases
✓ Tips about Lean Six Sigma
✓ Alumni drinks
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